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ONTARIO, CALIFORNIA; TUESDAY, JULY 24, 1984; 9:35 A.M • 

DEPARTMENT NO. 3 P.ON. RICHARD C. GARNER, JUDGE 

APPEARANCES: 

The Defendant with his Counsel, DAVID 

NEGUS, Deputy Public Defender of San 

Bernardino County; DENNIS KOTTMEIER, 

District Attorney of San Bernardino 

County, JOHN P. KOCHIS, Deputy District 

Attorney of San Bernardino County, 

representing the People of the State 

of California. 

(Jill D. McKimmey, C.S.R., Official Reporter, C-23l4, 

Brian Ratekin, C.S.R., Official Reporter, C-37l5) 

(Whereupon, the following, proceedings 

were had in chambers:) 

THE COURT: Good morning. 

For the record, \,li th ref erence to People versus 

Kevin Cooper, I have asked the clerk to bring you all into 

chambers as !'OU are now initially because I don't think I 

would like the press to pick up the words that I'm saying at 

this time. 

Tentatively, I find nowhere in this case deliberate 

lies or any calculated effort to circumvent due process; 

and in failing to collect to preserve various evidentiary 

matters, the authorities were acting in good faith and 
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1 probably in accord with their normal practice. At least 

2 sin~e the preliminary hearing, the prosecution was clearly 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

trying to do all that was suggested by the defense. 

With reference to protection of the crime scene 

and the collection and preservation of evidence, I do not 

find generally the prosecution established, enforced and 

attempted in good faith to adhere to a systematic -- to 

syst5~atic procedures. With the possible exception of 

9 A-41, I do not find that there was a violation of applicable 

10 law to warrant sanctions on any of the disputed areas 

11 generally on the ground of lack of duty on the prosecution, 

12 the failure of defendant to show materiality or lack of 

13 apparent exculpatory value; hence, I do not find any 

14 prosecution action or inaction unfair to so constitute 

15 a denial of due process. 

16 With reference to Exhibit A-4l, so called, the 

17 Hitch case and its progeny and due process requires the 

18 prosecution to preserve evidence that comes into its 

19 possession if there is a reasonable possibility that the 

20 evidence would be material on the issue of defendant's 

21 guilt or innocence. The materiality of A-4l cannot be 

22 questioned. Mr. Gregonis knew early on its isolated source, 

23 that it didn't come from any of the victims, that its 

24 significance was unique in the case, and that the testing 

25 ~uuld exhaust the sample. An inconsistent result on any 

26 of the tests would exclude the defendant as the depositor. 
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1 He testified it was common practice to photograph electro-

2 phoretic rUns so that he and others could verify his reading 

3 on the plates. The plates themselves quickly degraded. 

4 True, as in People versus Zamora, lawful and 

5 proper destruction requires no sanction, but I question 

6 the propriety of the destruction here considering the 

7 significance of the sample and the established practice of 

8 photographing the plates and then making no substantial 

9 effort to ascertain the quality of the photographs. 

10 In Peoole versus Vera, V-e-r-a, the Appellate 

11 Court declined to impose Hitch sanctions for a failure to 

12 document fingerprint evidence by photographs. They acted 

13 on the facts of that case. The defendant there did not 

14 challenge the authenticity of the prints. The evidence 

15 was presented by -- excuse me. No ev idence was presented 

16 by defendant of print transfers or irregularities. Three, 

17 no evidence was presented on whether the task of photographin~ 

18 prints in plates would be burdensome to police. 

19 This case can be distinguished by analogy on all 

20 those three points. The ~ case, citing u.s. versus Bryant 

21 said the duty of disclosure is operative --duty of disclosure 

22 is operative as a duty of preservation, because, otherwise, 

23 disclosure might be avoided by destruction, which is what 

24 happened here. He could lawfully destroy. But under these 

25 circumstances, he should have made a reasonable effort to 

26 disclose his testing by adequate photographs in explanation. 
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1 He doesn't know why he didn't check the photographs more 

2 closely, except he never previously paid much attention 

3 to photographs prior to the preliminary examination here. 

4 The ~ case said that there may be circumstances 

5 where photographing the evidence in place would have the 

6 possibility of supplying favorable information on the issue 

7 of guilt or innocence and, hence, require sanctions. 

8 I think this case might be one of those circumstances. 

9 Is there any duty on the prosecution to affirmatively 

10 photograph the test? 

11 Mr. Kochis, you cited a number of cases indicating 

12 to the contrary, and I have reviewed them all. For instance, 

13 People versus Cooper, at 95 Cal.App.3d, 844, 850, the police 

14 have no affirmative duty to analyze glass particles in and 

15 on a burglar caught red-handed. 

16 Peoole versus Sargent, 86 Cal.App.3d, 148 at 150, 

17 no compulsion on police to photograph or measure footprint 

18 outside crime scene. 

19 People versus Hogan, 31 Cal.3d, 850, 851, 1982, 

20 no duty to obtain fingerprint scraping evidence, as opposed 

21 to preserving it once collected, but the California Supreme 

22 Court in the Hogan case stated that there might be a case 

23 where they would impose sanctions for a failure to obtain 

24 evidence, but not there, considering that record. They 

25 said, considering the totality of the circumstances in the 

26 Hogan case, it is highly improbable the scrapings could have 
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1 produced favorable evidence on the issue of guilt. 

2 Like Mr. Negus suggested, with reference to a 

3 number of the prosecution cases, they decline to impose 

4 Hitch sanctions on the issue of materiality. Considering 

5 the photographs of the plates as evidence here, however, 

6 there's really no question about their materiality. I 

7 don't think that the Appellate Court here would decline 

8 to impose sanctions, and I'd rather exclude some evidence 

9 of testing than set this case up for reversal before we even 

10 get started. 

11 This may -- I am going to invite further argument 

12 on Hitch with reference to A-41. It may also require 

13 further evidence. I have some questions that I'd like to 

14 ask, and I have -- I haven't even mentioned possible 

15 sanctions. Question -- three of them that I have noted 

16 if Mr. Gregonis had properly examined the first photographs 

in testing of A-41 and found them unreadable, could, number 17 

18 one, more photos be taken? 

19 Two, the dye, G6PD, could that be changed on the 

20 same sample? 

21 I think I know the answers to some of these questions, 

22 but J'm not certain, and I'm not "certain the record reveals 

23 it. 

24 And number three, were there any time or means --

25 was there any time or the means to experiment to obtain more 

26 readable photos? 
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1 And I need the answers to those questions before 

2 I move further on that. 

3 Are there any questions? 

4 MR. KOCHIS: Yes. The answer to some of these 

5 questions are going to have to come from ~tr. Gregonis 

6 who's not available until Monday. 

7 THE COURT: I even thought at one time late 

8 yesterday to perhaps have him here today, but then I 

9 struggled through re-reading some -- much of his testimony, 

10 but I never found the answer to these questions there. 

11 I suspect that -- that, for instance, applying G6PD and 

12 • dyeing the plate and then taking the photograph, that he 

13 can't undye it or take it out and put in a better sample, 

14 if indeed that be the problem. But, rather, he would have 

15 to -- to get a better run, for instance, on the PGM on 

16 the 13th of June, he might have to take another sample, 

17 redye it in order to photograph it, but I'm not sure, but 

18 that would all be important, so unless you think that 

19 there's something -- some way that I can have these questions 

20 answered in the absence of Mr. Gregonis, I think that we'd 

21 better just put a lid on it at this stage and wait till he 

22 gets here. 

23 I'm assuming, Mr. Negus, that Dr. Thornton could 

24 testify, and I'm certain that he could tell me much 

25 information about what proper investigation of a crime 

26 scene and reconstruction efforts could reveal. Assuming 
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1 ~. 1 all of that, I still do not find it material under the , 
2 tests. 

3 (No omissions.) 
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So unless you have better suggestions, gentlemen, we can move 

onto other matters and wait until -- why is he not available 

until Monday? Today's Tuesday. 

MR. KOCHIS: Your Honor, remember he's in Colorado. 

THE COURT: Details. 

}1R. KOCHIS: We are prepared to start moving down 

the list this morning, I assume, with the other motions Mr. 

Negus suggested. 

THE COURT: Okay. 

MR. KOCHIS: And--

THE COURT: You want to -- want a brief recess or 

12 lsomething to -- to think about it before we --

13 MR. NEGUS: Well, I have 

14 THE COURT: Until I hear an explosion or something. 

15 I'm not sure you're awake, Mr. Negus. 

16 MR. NEGUS: I'm awake, Your Honor, and I'm trying 
'-. 

17 to be mellow. 

18 THE COURT: I mean facetiously. 

19 MR. NEGUS: Well. I have -- I have two questions. -
20 First off, I suspect that whatever Mr. Gregonis said, I'm 

21 going to want to verify what he says with somebody who, in 

22 my opinion, knows more than he does. And I might even want 

23 to have Dr. Blake corne down and testify on those --

24 THE COURT: I have -- I haven't closed off evidence 

25 on the point. 

26 
MR. NEGUS: -- okay -- on those issues. I don't 
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1 know what the logistics of that is going to be. I know 

2 Dr. Blake's on vacation one of those weeks in there. But the 

3 other thing is that the money to fly both Dr. Thornton and 

4 Dr. Blake down here has not yet been approved and will not be 

5 approved, if it is going to be, until tomorrow morning, becaUSE 

6 Judge Kayashima was on vacation for -- for two weeks. So I 

7 can't give you a firm plan on -- on anything. Now 

8 THE COURT: We can talk about it tomorrow 

9 MR. NEGUS: Okay. 

10 THE COURT: Or as you get more information. 

11 MR. NEGUS: Okay. \olhat I -- I suppose what I --
12 the -- the question that comes immediately to mind, because 

13 it has to do with -- I was going to call Dr. Thornton tonight 

14 after -- are you -- are you saying that I should not -- that 

15 I -- that I should not bring Dr. Thornton down, because -----------------
16 THE COURT: Counsel, I hate to say I'm not going 

17 to let you bring him. I just think it's going to De a waste 

18 O"ft"ime if you bring him. Haybe he's -- maybe he's written - ------------
19 a brief article on -- on the scope that such reconstruction 

------------------20 could cover. I don't know. 

21 MR. NEGUS: Basically 

22 THE COURT: But I don't think that, even if it shows 

23 more than one attacker, that that's going to particularly 

24 help your client. I don't think that if it shows the movement 

25 of victims and some of the other things that -- that that's 

26 going to particularly be helpful to -- exculpatory for your 
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1 client. And considering all the circumstances in the case 

2 and applying the law as best I can decipher it I have read 

3 all these cases and briefed them and noted them and reread 

4 them -- I don't think it's material. So--

5 MR. NEGUS: Well, I -- I would like -- you mean I 

6 I suppose what I'm asking is one way or the t'other I want -7 to get what I would consider Dr. Thornton's testimony to be 

8 oQ the record. I am -- you know, if -- so I need -- I nee~ ____ -L 

to -- I need to get it on the record. Dr. Thornton is writing ~ 9 

10 for me, or, preparing so he can -- so he can at least tell 
I 

11 me over the phone, you know, what concrete things he thinks 

12 could have been proved, what we could have knoWnl-L. __ -----

13 THE COURT: Why don't you show it to Mr. Kochis 

14 when you get it, considering using that in lieu of it, and 

15 let me read it. 

16 MR. NEGUS: \'lell, 1'm willing to make it as an offer 

17 of proof. 

18 THE COURT: But you're not prepared to -- to do that ,--
j 
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1 MR. KOCHIS: Could I have, for my own mind to guide 

2 me in what I'm going to do between now and Monday, is the 

3 Court going to draw a distinction with A-41 between the three 

~ tests in which Mr. Negus' expert --

5 THE COURT: Initially, I just -- just thinking out 

6 loud with you, suppose on the 13th of June, when he ran his 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

initial species and PG~ and presumptive tests and all that, 

he prepares his plate and then, as I think a good investigativE 

criminalist should do, he had examined the first photo after 

making his tests and found it to be unreadable, but there was . 

nothing that he could do at that point, then I doubt seriously 

if'"'"! would suppress that particular run. If he -- if he ---
if he then does the same thing on the 14th, I don't see how ---_._-----------_._--------
t~ Prosecution could have any excuse, and that very likely 

------ ~.-------
15 would be suppressed. Those photos of A-41 that are unreadable, 

~--------~----:----------16 the sanctio~, I'm sure, would just, without delving into it 

17 too much, would at least require a suppression of the unread-

18 able calls that he made where the photographs don't substantiatej 
--------------______ ----------________ -------- I 

19 them. -
20 MR. KOCHIS: My question, before the -- the Court 

21 has locked itself in on sanctions, because I'm sure I would 

22 like to argue that first, is there were three --

23 THE COURT: He wants to argue, obviously, that it 

24 all would come out in the defendant's favor, those that are 

25 unreadable. 

26 MR. KOCHIS: Right. Your Honor, my -- my -- my 

~-.--. --~ ... -.'-•.. 
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question is there may be some -- some of the plates we saved, 

those were runs that took place when Mr. Blake was standing 

right next to Mr. Gregonis watching the plates come up. Is 

the Court going to draw a distinction 

THE COURT: Those -- I don't think there's any 

6 question but what the calls that were made in October 

7 the presence of Dr. Blake on the evidence that I have 

1 
.j 
f 

8 would be admissible. I:~"':~; 

9 MR. KOCHIS: Okay. 

10 THE COURT: And my initial reaction is that those -
11 that are readable, though faint, would be admissible. 

12 MR. KOCHIS: Okay. 

13 THE COURT: But I'm not locked into any of that. 

14 MR. KOCHIS: That provides the guidance I need to 

15 reread certain portions of the transcript, examine Mr. Gregoni 

16 further on Monday, and then argue further. 

17 Could we have perhaps a 10-minute recess? 

18 THE COURT: You bet. 

19 MR. KOCHIS: And then move to other -- I assume 

20 Mr. Negus is prepared this morning to start moving onto other 

21 areas. 

22 MR. NEGUS: I'm prepared on some of them, yes. 

23 THE COURT: Sure. Let's take a brief recess. Thank 

24 you. 

25 Why don't you step out in open court, Mr. Negus. 

26 (Recess.) 
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1 (Whereupon the following proceedings were 

2 held in open court.) 

3 THE COURT: Counsel, I'd like -- be on the record. 

I'd like to get kind of info~al, go on the record 

5 at all times, so I will join you at the counsel table in 

6 open court to where we can get out our books and things. 

7 y~. ~~GUS: Before we start on -- on new matters, 

8 it occurred to me -- I know that at least one reporter is 

9 going to call me this afternoon ana ask me what happened this 

10 morning. There may be others. I a~ perfectly willing, if 

11 the Court -- I mean, the Court indicated some desire not to 

12 have the press be aware of your tentative ruling. I'm 

13 perfectly willing to say no co~ent ar.d not answer their 

14 questions as long as I know that everybody is going to say 

15 no comment and not answer their qu~stions. If -- if that's 

16 not the case 

17 ~~. KOCHIS: I ~~uld prefer ~~at. I would even 

18 further prefer, on this limited issue, a gag order from the 

19 Court for this reason: if there's publicity about results 

20 that may be suppressed, that may affect jury selection which 

21 is going to start. 

22 THE COURT: Counsel, I foresaw all of this. That's 

23 why I had it in chambers. It's clear that what goes on in 

24 chambers need not be disclosed, even under an extended media 

25 coverage type of order. So I a~uld much prefer to keep all 

26 of this away, the findings that I made. I don't want them to 
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1 get into that area. Certainly the tentative rulings are 

2 guidance that I have given you. I'm not mired in concrete 

3 yet. There's been no official order. 

5 

6 were made as yet. -
7 And, Detective Arthur, do you agree to be bound 

8 by that the same as Mr. Kochis has indicated? 

9 SERGEA..~T ARTHUR: Yes, sir. 

10 THE COURT: Apparently everybody's in agr~eroent, 

11 and I need no court order. I don't want to get into gag order • 

12 MR. NEGUS: I'll just say no co~~ent,as long as the 

13 other side is going to say no comment. 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

THE COURT: Frankly, I appreciate greatly that type 

of a -- let '-s :try the case in cour1: __ 

Is that the end of that matter at the moment? 

MR. NEGUS: Yes. 

THE COURT: You have a date of July 30th, going to-~ 

your tentative list of motions, wherein you desire to allow 

Dr. Thornton to view physical evidence. Apparently he "-- you 

have in mind him attempting to do a reconstruction. . ~ 
MR. NEGUS: No. What I what I have in mind is 

that, as the testimony has been, there's lots of items of 

furniture that you can't really see what's blood and what's 

not. And there's other things that he needs just to look at 

26 just so that he can verify -- verify photographs and things of 
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1 that nature. I have taken -- he has all the photographs in 

2 the case, but he hasn't actually seen the physical evidence. 

3 THE COURT: Are you talking about going to the 

4 Sierra Way loft, so to speak? 

5 MR. NEGUS: And the crime lab, if he needs that. 

6 THE COURT: Yes. I'm sorry. 

7 MR. NEGUS: The Sierra Way loft, to have him go to 

8 the Sierra Way loft, have him go to the crime lab, if he 

9 needs it, assuming that he's going to be down here on July 

10 the 30th, which now is at least --

11 (No omissions.) 

12 
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1 MR. KOCHIS: Your Honor, as to that motion, we 

, 2 have no objection. I have already made arrangements in 

3 person and through Sergeant Arthur with Lieutenant Cox of 

4 the ID Bureau and Mr. Baird. They expect Mr. Thornton on 

5 July 30 or another day, if he's not going to be here on 

6 July 30. They have in the 1D Bureau either a review room 

7 or he can look at the evidence where it actually is on the 

8 second floor. ),.~-~, 

9 The crime lab is also expecting Mr. Thornton. We 

10 have no objection. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

THE COURT: All right. No problem in that regard. 

~motion to provide physical evidence for non

destructive examination in testing. 

MR. NEGUS: Can I have a document which is just 

handwritten, because I have not had a chance to have any 

16 of the stuff typed up or anything copied --

17 THE COURT; Why don't you show it to Mr. Kochis 

18 here, and you can have copies of it made later on. 

19 MR. KOCHIS: Your Honor, I can tell the Court that 

20 my position at this point is I have no objection to the 

21 testing and examination. I am going to ask from this Court 

22 the same type of order that was granted in the case of 

23 Keenan versus Superior Court, K-e-e-n-a-n, 126 CaI.App.3d, 

24 576, and the order appears in a paragraph form which I've 

25 underlined in red. I can either read it into the record 

26 or show it to the Court and Mr. Negus. 

_.'<-. ..:-.... 
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1 THE COURT; Have you seen it? 

2 MR. NEGUS: No. 

3 THE COURT: Read it. 

4 MR. KOCHIS: The trial court ordered the prosecution 

5 to, quote, allow defense crirninalists to inspect, test and 

6 examine all physical evidence which was seized during the 

7 course of the investigation in this case. However, in order 

8 to protect the integrity of said evidence, the evidence 

9 shall not be removed from the San Francisco Hall of Justice 

10 

11 

12 

13 

and the custody of the San Francisco Police Department, and 

/~::;~rosecu tion may monitor said inspections, testing and 

\examination by having a representative of the San Francisco 

(District Attorney's Office or the San Francisco Police 

14 iDepartment present during the course of the inspection, 

~ting and examination conducted" by defense criminalists. 15 

16 I might add that as to number one, it is my 
• 
17 intention to have a homicide detective present when 

18 Mr. Thornton views the evidence in the loft and the crime 

19 lab. 

20 THE COURT: I suppose when they did that, or on 

21 another occasion, if you had, for instance, say, Dr. Blake 

22 came down with reference to number two and goes through 

23 the loft and says I'd like to test all of these, and there 

24 was ample sample in each one of them for him to take a 

25 portion of it, why not let him? 

26 MR. KOCHIS: That~s a different issue. That's--
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2 

3 

4 

5 

that's item number 

THE COURT: Isn't that part of the same thing? 

MR. NEGUS: What the stuff that I'm asking for 

in this particular motion is basically stuff that can -

that can -- that the examination of testimony (sic) will 

5455 

6 be microscopic and will not change the nature of the stuff 

7 in any way, so, you know, what we -- what we get, we'll 

8 give back, and we won't use anything up in testing. 

9 THE COURT: can that be done on the scene? 

10 MR. NEGUS: No. First of all, I mean there's 

11 several reasons. The easiest one to cite is cost. 

12 Dr. Thornton is -- teaches at the University of California 

13 at Berkeley. His laboratory's at the University of 

14 California at Berkeley. The graduate student assistants 

15 that --

16 THE COURT; You have in mind Dr. Thornton here on 

17 number two, then? 

18 MR. NEGUS; Yes, Dr. Thornton. 

19 THE COURT: I was thinking of Blake, for instance. 

20 MR. NEGUS: No. That's different. 

21 THE COURT: All right. Dr. Thornton 

22 MR. NEGUS; He's going to examine physical evidence -

23 THE COURT; I assume for directional findings and 

24 things of that nature. Well, he's going to corne down. 

25 MR. NEGUS: Judge, this is different stuff. What 

26 I'm asking, this stuff is not blood splatter patterns. 
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1 That's not the primary purpose. Most of it's hair and __ 

2 other items of physical evidence tOO that I wish to have 

3 examined in the laboratory. 

4 THE COURT; These are things that already have an 

5 exhibit number or identification number? 

6 MR, NEGUS: I believe Mr. Kochis has, or somebody 

~ 7 has the list that I just drafted. They already have lab 

8 

9 

10 

11 

numbers, except for the latent fingerprints, which I'm 

also asking for, and they all have lab numbers, but they ) 

are in existence. 

THE COURT: Is Dr. Thornton a criminalist himself? 

12 If' MR NEGUS; Dr. Thornton is a criminalist, He was 

13 nine years· a criminalist for the Contra Costa County 

14 Sheriff's Department, including, in the end of it, lab 

director, He's a professor of -- he was -- he was a 15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

professor in the criminalistics section of the School of 

\ Cr iminology \",hen tha t existed. He's now the same thing in 

I the School of Public Health. 

~ THE COURT; Do you have an objection to the type of 

order from San Francisco? 

MR. NEGUs:~ecause it's totally impractical, --and it allows the prosecution to determine what tests we 

decide to do, which I think is work product, and just as a 

practical matter, it ~~uld probably c~st 50 times what jt 

would cost to do it in Berkeley. At least, I mean, we're 

talking about analysis which is going to last over a month 

t-~:--:-
...... -:. ... <;'" 
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or two t If you want me -- I doubt seriously if Dr. Thornton' 

willing to camp out in San Bernardino County, lovely thou9h 

it may be, for that period of time. 

MR. KOCHIS: Your Honor, I am concerned about the 

5 jntegrity of the evidence, and Mr. Negus, for example~ 

6 

7 

8 

mentioned something that heightens that concern: The 

fact that I don't believe Dr. Thornton has an independent ~ ~ 
laboratory that he locks. If he's going to have student ~ 

9 assistants analyze, then it's obvious to me the analysis 

10 is going to be conducted on a school campus, I'm not sure 

11 what type of security is going to be involved in a building 

12 where there's going to be a number of people in addition 

13 to Dr, Thornton who have access to the building, who are 

14 going to be handling the evidence. If he's going to have 

15 ten or fifteen graduate students, I'm not sure what their 

16 background is going to consist of, and that's much 

17 different than having Dr~ Thornton examine it. 

18 

19 ~ve 
( 

Some of the crucial evidence, the fingerprints, I .. 
been informed by the 10 Bureau that they have set aside 

20 

21 

22 

23 

, a 
\ 

specific fingerprint comparison room with equipment that's 

,n their building, not actually within their working space, 

fhat the examination of the prints could be conducted in 

;there r and I can't imagine that taking 50 days~ and I am 

24 Inot interested in having someone stand over Dr~ Thornton's 
1,..----

\-Shoulde:_r_o_n_t_h_e_p_r_i_n_t_s_,_but j!st simply remain in the 

building to make sure nothing's taken in, taken out! that 
l-

25 

26 

, 
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1 the documents aren't altered in any fashion. 

2 THE COURT: I would think that --

3 MR. NEGUS: Let's separate the fingerprints 

4 from the physical evidence. 

5 THE COURT: I would think they may have several 

6 conceivable classifications of evidence here, and maybe 

7 we should break it down, identify them with a descriptive 

8 word or two after them. Let's put them down in groups of 

9 in manageable groups to where he doesn't have it all, and 

10 he returns one set after he -- he -- before he picks up 

11 another, and let's examine some of them to see if it can 

12 be feasibly done in a fairly short period of time at the 

13 crime lab without taking a chance, recognizing that 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

-Dr. Thornton is not -- does not have the sworn duty of a 

sheriff or criminalist. He does not have the attache or - - .. :.------
officer of the court st~tus, such as you gentlemen have, 

MR. NEGUS: He deflnltelY·-::'- ~--------------

THE COURT; He's trained~ but he's a private citizen. 

MR. NEGUS: He's employed by me, and he comes under 

the attorney-client privilege. He's part of that. 

Dr. Thornton has been a consultant in --

THE COURT: Counsel, I'm assuming that he's 

'-------------------------
eminently qualified. 

MR. NEGUS: The problems he addresses don't exist. 

He has a laboratory in the University of California. He -has facilities to keep -- to keep chain of evidence. It's 
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1 not that -- I mean he has done this kind of ~~rk for the 

2 last 15 years, ever since he left the Contra Costa Sheriff's 

3 Department, or however long it's been since he left the 

4 Contra Costa Sheriff's Department. 

3b 5 THE COURT: None of those items have been 

---6 introduced into evidence so far? 
--------------------------------------

7 MR. NEGUS: I don't think so. 

8 THE COURT; But all of them are -- have possible 

9 admissible status later on, would they? 

10 MR. KOCHIS: At this point, not all of them from 

11 the prosecution. I can tell, reviewing the list, that 

12 at this point it's not our intention to introduce each 

13 and everyone of the items Mr. Negus has listed. 

14 ----------------------------~--~~ THE COURT; Do you want to take a look at it and 

15 let me pass that one then until you break it down with s~~e 

16 kind of description? You know, I want to protect .the 

17 integrity of the exhibits. On the other hand, I don't find 

18 it to be unreasonable, and I don't know what the practical-

----------------------------19 ities are. Could we not -- are we talking about items that 

20 must. be kept in cold storage? 

21 MR. NEGUS: No. 

22 MR. KOCHIS: No. -
23 THE COURT; May they be mailed parcel post? What's 

24 the bulk of them? A lot of things I don't know. 

25 MR. NEGUS; Well, most of it's hair, so it's not 

26 very big. There's some items of clothing, and some other 

I , , 
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sma 11 items. I don't bel ieve there's anything -- I'd have 

to go through and check over again, but I don't believe 
~:.:-::..:.:--=--=-'-=-----

there's anything of any_~~so it's all stuff that can --
be -- that can be conveniently transported either I can 

ei ther have Mr,. Forbush pick it up and personally transport 

it up or -- if you want to spend that kind of money. 

THE COURT: I think maybe you ought to maintain a 

chain of possession on it. 

How long are you looking at? How long must he have 

all of these? 

MR. NEGUS: I would guess at least a month. The 

hair that's one of the problems. Hair comparisons 

take a long time, and all we'd use graduate students for 

is to screen hair, and then for Dr. Thornton to look at 

anything that turns out to be significant. 

This is work that the prosecution hasn't done, 

apparently isn't doing. They have screened all the hair 

from Mr. Cooper's hair, but that's of less interest to me 

than -- than other things, so I would this is -- you 

know, it's work that I think the defense -- the defense 

has a right to do. 

As a practical matter, I don't believe I can get 

Dr. Thornton to do it in San Bernardino County Sheriff's 

Department for the period of time that would be required 

to do all of this kind of stuff. I mean he works out of 

Berkeley. He always works out of Berkeley and -- and, quite 

frankly, he doesn't --
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1 THE COURT: I can see good and valid reason to 

2 ---------- ~~_k~~~~~~~~~~~~--;_: object to the type of ordertney have 1n San Francisco. I don t 

3 know what specifically they were talking about in that case 

or what motivated the respective attorneys to --

5 MR. KOCHIS: It was a death penalty murder case, 

6 Judge, and they had some physical evidence. 

7 THE COURT: Well, circ~~stances may be different. 

8 The lab may be different, the time involved may be different, 

9 distances and locations and the type of evidence, all of that. 

10 I simply don't know. 

11 In any event, I don't think he's being unreasonable. 

12 I think there's just some questions I don't yet know. So 

13 would you break the list down and try to find out which --

14 MR. KOCHIS: Yes. 

15 THE COURT: -- items are in dispute. 

16 MR. KOCHIS: Yes. 

17 THE COURT: And let's take it up perhaps some day 

18 this week. 

19 !-lR. KOCHIS: Well, I can tell you the one item that 

20 we're concerned about are fingerprints. That is a separate 

21 group, in my opinion. 

22 MR. NEGUS: Okay. Well, fingerprints is in fact 

23 probably going to be a separate expert whose name I don't 

24 wIsh to reveal at the present time but who is, nonetheless, --25 a former law enforcement officer who has done this --

26 THE COURT: He can't work from photographs? 
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1 MR. NEGUS: No. The -- you can't. The kind of 

2 stuff that -- that they've got is the kind of stuff that 

3 photographs really aren't good enough on, because there's 

5462 

4 some. in my -- you know, that's just my opinion, but that's 

5 what I -- based upon what I have been told. And I have -- I 

6 do have Xeroxes, obviously, and have shown the Xeroxes. On 
~ 

7 that. I'm reasonably sure I can get it back within a week or 

8 two. And, again, we'll take -- I'll have Mr. Forbush take 

9 chain, deliver it, take chain back. 

10 THE COURT: Would you try and get some organization 

---------------------11 to the list with a descriptive phrase after each exhibit. 

12 ~------------~---------------------
~R. KOCHIS: We, in effect, already have that, Judge 

13 because he listed them by numbers, and at the Hitch motion 

14 we introduced, I think, H-291, which has the numbers and a 

15 typewritten description of each it~m. 

16 THE COURT: Well, do you want me to try and make some 

17 kind of decision on that now with as little as I know? 

18 MR. KOCHIS: No. If I could have some time to in my 

19 own mind review it and see exactly what items he's requested, 

20 I can make a more intelligent decision. 

21 THE COURT: All right. I think that's wise. We'll 

22 pass it, then, at the moment. 

23 I'm just running down your list. The next one is 

4'~n-umber tf""r;e) Prosecution witness list. 

It was my understanding that I have been 
'-.... _---

26 ordered to provide that prior to jury selection. And I still 
-------- ._.- ---

~-. ..-
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1 intend to do so. 

2 MR. NEGUS: Okay. I wasn't clear as to whether --

3 reading over the discovery motion, I wasn't clear as to whethel 

4 that order had been -- that order had been made or not. And 

5 I just want to clarify, because --

6 THE COURT: I doubt seriously if there's going to be 

7 any surprises in this case. 

8 MR. NEGUS: Well, there have been already. 

9 !-lR. KOCHIS: And I can also --

10 THE COURT: But as far as 

11 ~1R. KOCHIS: represent to the Court informally ~ 
12 that at this point I can't imagine a witness being called at 

13 the case other than perhaps Mr. Rienstera from the Redlands 

14 Police Department, who has not testified in this case in one 

15 of the motions or at the prelim. But I still have a li~ 
16 THE COURT: Okay. Any problem with reference to 

17 notice, when you're going to give the list? 

18 MR. KOCHIS: Prior to jury selection and -- and, 

19 in any event, during the month of August. 

20 THE COURT: Okay. That --

21 ~ffi. NEGUS: Fine. 

22 THE COURT: -- seems satisfactory. 

23 MR. NEGUS: Yes. 

24 THE COURT: No dispute. 

25 MR. NEGUS: Number four is 

26 THE COURT: It's one that probably I had in mind 
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1 before. 

2 MR. NEGUS: Number -- with n~~er -- with respect 

3 to n~~r four, what I'm really concerned about is -- is 

4 getting the results of all the serological evidence sometime 
-------- ---

5 soon. And if the crime lab, and I -- again, in -- in saying 

6 what I'm saying, I'm not in any way trying to fault Mr. Kochis 

7 or Mr. Kottmeier, because I a~ well aware from this case and 

8 other cases that you can't al~ays get the crime lab to do 

9 things as quickly as possible for a variety of reasons, some 

10 of which are legitimate, others which I might not think so. 

!!--11 But I would like to be able to have the completion of the 
I 

12/ serological testing. It's obviously a lot quicker to have 
..... -

13 our crime lab do it, a lot cheaper to have our crime lab do 

14 it first, and then have anything that I find significant 

15 available, you know, to do any re-testing I want to do after 

16 they're finished with it, pres~~ing that ~~ey do adequate 

17 documentation of the work that they do. That would be my 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

preferred way, and it's certainly a heck of a lot cheaper 

than paying Dr. Blake to do it. But I'm also concerned that -----it get done. And the Prosecution has now one hired serologist -------
and one sheriff's serologist apparently working on the case, 

I don't know at what speed. Obviously, Dr. -- Mr. Gregonis 

can't be here. This motion was thought of in connection with 

your comments about when we're going to start the case in 

San Diego. I certainly vant all the results of the v:::::~ 
physical evidence before we get to San Diego. 
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------------ ---

5 soon. And if the crime lab, and I -- again, in -- in saying -
6 what I'm saying, I'm not in any way trying to fault Mr. Kochis 

7 or Mr. Kottmeier, because I a~ well aware from this case and 

8 other cases that you can't al~ays get the crime lab to do 

9 things as quickly as possible for a variety of reasons, some 

10 of which are legitimate, others which I might not think so. 
1_-

11 But I would like to be able to have the completion of the 
I 

12L~OIOgiCal testing. It's obviously a lot quicker to have 

13 our crime lab do it, a lot cheaper to have our crime lab do 

14 it first, and then have anything that I find significant 

15 available, you know, to do any re-testing I want to do after 

16 they're finished with it, pres~~ing that ~~ey do adequate 

17 documentation of the work that they do. That would be my 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

preferred way, and it's certainly a heck of a lot cheaper 

than paying Dr. Blake to do it. But I'm also concerned that -----it get done. And the Prosecution has now one hired serologist -------
and one sheriff's serologist apparently working on the case, 

I don't know at what speed. Obviously, Dr. -- Mr. Gregonis 

can't be here. This motion was thought of in connection with 

your comments about when we're going to start the case in 

San Diego. I certainly vant all the results of the v:::::~ 
physical evidence before we get to San Diego. 
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1 THE COURT: 

2 shalt not have arry nore ideas and thou shalt 

3 testing from here on out.-

MR. NEGUS: Well, I didn't ask that. What I want 

5 

6 

7 

8 

is either they finish their testing on the blood -

MR. KOCHIS: Judge, we're going to do that --

MR. NEGUS: -- or they give it to me. 
"-

MR. KOCHIS: -- with the UU series. As soon as 

9 Mr. Gregonis gets off the stand on Monday, he's going to 

10 arrange with Dr. Blake, I believe, when they can conduct that 

'--------------------11 joint testing. He's going to finish up on the sheets. I had 

12 another expert, and I was going to have him do some work. 

13 But apparently there was an agreement between that expert, 

14 :-1r. Wraxall, and !-1r. !'iegus' expert, Mr. Blake, that Mr. 

15 Wraxall would not be involved in any of the actual analysis 

16 of blood unless it's the Gm type. And, therefore, he's not 

17 available to me any longer. 

18 THE COURT: Too bad, since they're so conveniently 
~---------------------------------

19 located. 

-::::::...-.-------20 I /- MR. KOCHIS: Mr. Negus feels that there's an attorney 

21 f1ient work product privilege involved and that they may have 

1<~ 
~ Mr. Wraxall. So he's technically available, but the 

24 ~se doesn't want me to use him. So I have to rely on 

discussed their results of certain tests before I retained 

25 ~. Gregonis, and he's going to start doing this stuff again 

26 on a full-time basis Monday when he gets off the stand. And 
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I hope at that point on Monday to get an indication from him 

in terms of a time parameter when he will be dOne. 

MR. NEGUS: But, you know, my point is that if 

like with the trace evidence, then once I have a chance to haVE 

my person go over it, then obviously they can do whatever 

additional analysis they have ti~e to do after we get through 
.... 

7 with it. But they've got it. I can't analyze it until they'VE 

8 finished with it. So either I want them to finish or give 

9 it to me. I mean, I am trying to be reasonable, but it 

10 but, on the other hand, I'd like to have -- I'd like to know 

11 what the evidence is before I go to trial. 

12 THE COURT: Well, there may be evidence that they 

13 are not independent in testing it. You may want to test --

14 MR. NEGUS: Right. And I want -- but, then, let me 

15 have it. 

16 THE COURT: Or portions of it. 

17 MR. NEGUS: My understanding is that they are 

18 testing everything, on the -- every sample of blood which 

19 there has been in any manner an attempt to preserve, that is, 

20 there's a bunch of stuff that they 

21 MR. KOCHIS: Well, that's not completely true. We 

22 have a bedding section that was not frozen that I'm confident 

23 you can still do serological tests on. And it's not our 

24 intention at this point to test every drop of blood on the 

25 comforter, the top sheet, the bottom sheet and every pillow-

26 case. 
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1 THE COURT: What would be wrong, in that case, 

2 for instance, using a sheet, letting the 

3 MR. KOCHIS: Defense expert 

4 THE COURT: '-- -Defense 'expert come in and scrape off 

5 areas that he wants 

6 MR. KOCHIS: As long as their --

7 THE COURT: -- after you've finished? 

8 MR. KOCHIS: As long as areas will be left behind 
/.-----~ 

9 that we can test. Or if he will agree to a joint testing, 

10 I have no problem. I would not want single blood drops to 

11 be completely exhausted and taken from us forever. 

12 MR. NEGUS: Okay. That-- that -- that really is 

13 not a -- that's really not the -- the problem~ There is more 

14 information that you can get out of the stuff that's been 

15 frozen than the stuff that's not frozen. Basically you can 

16 get ABO out of the stuff that's not been frozen, and that's 

17 about it, probably. 

18 MR. KOCHIS: So I -- I should have a time parameter 

19 Monday from Mr. Gregonis as to when he will complete the 

20 genetic profiles on the bedding and r-- _ 

21 THE COURT: That's just a small part of it, isn't 

22 it? 

23 MR. NEGUS: And the furniture is he -- there's what's 

24 left that I understand is uu. 

25 MR. KOCHIS: The UU and the bedding alone, Judge, 

26 is approximately 57 separate samples. To do genetic profiles 
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1 on those samples takes some time. The UU samples, because 

2 of their -- the quantity, we don't want to put ours back in 

3 an A-4l situation. And I want to either do joint testing or 

~-------------~~--------------------4 have a waiver on the record from the defendant that they don't 

5 ~t to-be there • 
....... 

6 MR. NEGUS: Okay. ----7 MR. KOCHIS: Because those samples are going to be -8 expended. 

9 MR. NEGUS: My understanding as to what the -- let's 

10 let's take it one -- let's break it down. UU, bedding, 

11 furniture. 

12 THE COURT: All right. UU, we had some discussion -13 on that before. What did we -- what did we do? 
-----

14 MR. KOCHIS: Joint testil!g· -
,.- -" -' 

15 MR. NEGUS: They -- no. They get to they get to 

16 they get to decide what tests and their their criminalist 

17 does -- does it. I told them -- I have been told -- in their 

18 offer of proof, they said they wanted to do transferrin. 

19 Okay? And I have been told that's what they want to do, 

20 transferrin. Transferrin is of the -- you can preserve the 

21 whole plate of transferrin. You don't have to ta~e a picture 

-

22 

23 

of it; you've got it. Okay? I have told them 

doing transferrin, and they preserve the plate 

if they're "\. 

like they did \ 

24 on A-4l and like they have the technology of doing, there is 

25 po sense in paying $500 a day plus airplane expenses for 

~ 26 Dr. Blake to come down and watch Mr. Gregonis do that. --- -----------------------
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12 THE COURT: All right. UU, we had some discussion -13 on that before. What did we -- what did we do? 

14 

15 

16 

17 

-- -----==-=------::------:----
MR. KOCHIS: Joint testing. 

,.-_._- --
MR. NEGUS: They -- no. They get to -- they get to -

they get to decide what tests and their their criminalist 

does -- does it. I told them -- I have been told -- in their 

18 offer of proof, they said they wanted to do transferrin. 

19 Okay? And I have been told that's what they want to do, 

20 transferrin. Transferrin is of the -- you can preserve the 

21 whole plate of transferrin. You don't have to take a picture 

22 of it; you've got it. Okay? I have told them if they' re ::'\ 

23 doing transferrin, and they preserve the plate like they did 

24 on A-4l and like they have the technology of doing, there is 

25 po sense in paying $500 a day plus airplane expenses for 
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1 can go ahead and do transferrin on it whenever they want to '" 

~-----------------------------------------------------------
without Dr. Blake. And I'm saying that on the record now, ~ , 

3 and-i--nave-said it to Mr. Kochis, and I have said it to Mr. 

If they're going to do some- I~ 

2 

Gregonis many tines in the past. 

5 thing else besides transferrin or in addition to transferrin, 

6 then I mayor may not, depending upon what it is and depending ~ 
7 upon what their transferrin result, wish to watch. J 
8 THE COURT: Well, it seems like it -- the move is 

~ 

9 IYours, that it behooves you, then, to tell them what you want 

10 to do so that they can react. 

11 MR. KOCHIS: Well, I have. And we're having 

12 :Mr. ~egus knows we're having so~e additional analysis done 
; 

13 Ion the known blood types in the Bay Area by Mr. ~all to 

ld . h· . ., h h ld b d 14 i ete~ne t e~r Gm types, to see ~~ t at test s ou e one. 

I ---15 And it"s my understanding that so~e of the UU $eries, the 

16 sme~r fro~ the door and the doorknob, may be of a quantity 

17 that is sufficient to do more L~an one test. If that"s the 

18 case, we're obviously not going to stop at transferrin. And 

19 I will have a discussion with ~~. Negus as to what system 

20 he wants to run next, see if we can reach an agreement, see if 

21 he wants his expert here. But we do intend to do that. 

22 THE COURT: We're not getting very far, are we? 

23 MR. NEGUS: Okay. That -- and_with respect to the 

24 Hitch motion, I would like at least to have the results of 

25 that on the record prior to the co~pletion of whatever evidence. 

26 The reason for that is that I believe that, based upon the way 

1!(,0. ...... -. ••• 
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1 the sample was treated, they won't be able to, at this point 

2 in time, to get results. 

3 THE COURT: These are the fly speck things? 

MR. NEGUS: Well, there's -- fly specks are one 

5 thing. These are also smears in the bathroom., smears on 

6 doors, finger smears, all kinds of stuff from the neighbOrhO~ 

7 of A-4l which might be highly significant. And I need the 

8 results of that before we finish the record on that. So 

9 that's UU. 

10 (No omissions.) 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 
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1 MR. KOCHIS: Again, I don't see a problem --

2 MR. NEGUS; I don't, either 

3 MR. KOCHIS: -- with that. 

4 THE COURT: Except we're fighting time on all these 

5 things. If you drag that out, and with all of the mass 

6 analysis that each of you are doing, I don't know when he's 

7 going to have it and when can I close off a motion? 

8 MR. KOCHIS: Well, what I propose, Your Honor, is 
------

9 to talk to Mr. Gregonis Monday, communicate to the Court 

10 on Tuesday what his estimate is. If the Court's not happy 

11 with his estimate, then I may have to ask the crime lab 

12 to put another criminalist on it. I may have to see if I 

13 can hire someone from the outside lab to do some of it or 

14 if Hr. Blake wants to do some and make the results available 

15 to us, I imagine that's an alternative we can explore and 

16 we can work within a certain time frame. 

17 THE COURT: We will have to wait again then on 

18 this -- that was U2. You were going to break down the 

19 types of evidence under 4? -- _ .. _--

20 MR. NEGUS: Right. 

21 lvith respect to the bedding samples that were 

22 preserved, that is, frozen in whatever state on July 5, 

23 I would estimate that at least 50 percent of the work, if 

24 not more, on that has already been completed. If there 

25 are certain -- there are -- I need at least the Group I 

26 and Group II work finished on all of that. Most of the 

I 
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Group I and Group II work has been finished. Those are the 

ones which ~ill give me the best chance of telling whether 

there's any k..'"lown victims' blood on the sheets -- po,rtions 

4 of the sheets that were preserved. 

5 THE COURT; Group I and Group II? 

6 MR. !o:EGUS: Yeah. He's already done all the ABO, 

7 if I recall correctly, so he has to finish the Group I and 

8 Group II. I am then willing to -- and he's going to get 

9 some of the~ to come out, some of them not to come out, 

10 if his past results are are any -- are any 

11 then, you kn~., willing to use to use that as the 

12 basis for fi~ishing off the Hitch motion, just the Group 

13 Group I~ABO on the various items on the sheets. 

14 I ~~~ld like to have whatever -- all that he's 

15 going to do finished before we move to San Diego because 
-- _._- --'---

16 or else give it to me. ----_. "-'-'" - --_. -'--'--
17 With respect to the items on the furniture, 

18 Mr. Gregonis has done ABO on all those. He then stated 

19 when he testified that he thought that he could get --

20 do a differe=t ABO test and maybe get results. If that~s 

21 going to l~ the state of the evidence in the Hitch motion, 

22 then I want that done prior to the completion of the record 

23 in the ~itch ~otion, either by him 

24 THE COURT: I make no commitment to you, ¥~. Negus, 

25 that I am going to wait on any of those things, so don't 

26 take it by ~- silence acceding to your wants and desires. --

I , 
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MR. NEGUS; I'm not taking anything as being 

acceding. I'm just sta~~pg_~~y I need -- ~ I'm asking 

for this particular stuff and why I need it within certain 

time parameters. If they're not going to be finished --

I'm not going to be prepared to go to trial until I know 

the answers to all these different questions. 

They have done o~ the furniture transferrin testing 

on most of the items of furniture. None of the transferrins 

have come out. Mr. Gregonis believes that transferrin is -the hardiest of all the enzymes, and he testified, I believe, 

11 ~ you can't get tr ansf err in, you can' t get anything. IT

that' s going-t~b-e- -th~--pr~secutio~ls- posi tion,-they are not 
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going to try and change that, then I don't feel the need 

for any testing besides ABO and transferrin on the furniture, 

and that may already be substantially completed. If they 

are going to try and dispute that --

THE COURT: I've got to wait on that one, too, then. 

We'll go into similar session Monday sometime. 

MR. KOCHIS: Judge, could we jump perhaps to number 

eight? I know it's out of order. It's one I don't completel 

understand. If Hr. Negus could enlighten me, it may be 

one that we could handle in rather rapid fashion. 

MR. }'''EGUS: Wha t during the course of the Hitch 

motion, the prosecution has made several references in 

questioning witnesses to and did the defense furnish you a 

copy of their report, or did the defense show you the tape, 
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1 did the defense do this, I mean, did the defense ~- not 

2 Mr. Cooper, but Mr. Forbush or myself -- provide certain 

3 information to the witnesses, or did the defense give you 

4 the results of their testing, that is, Mr, Gregonis --

5 asking Mr. Gregonis about Dr. Blake. I haven't finished 

6 

7 

8 

getting all the case authority on that, and maybe I don't 

need to, but I would make a motion in limine that that 

not be done during the course of trial. The reasons for 

----------------------------------------------------------------
9 for the defense not -10 THE COURT: You mean no motion under 1102.5; is 

11 that what you're saying? 

12 HR. NEGUS; No, no. t,102.5 is a separate issue~ 

13 and that certainly is not something that's done in front 

14 of the jury; right? I'm talking about these motions now. 

15 I'm thinking about a jury; right? And I'm saying that he 

16 not ask his witnesses in·front of the jury whether he's 

17 gotten discovery from the defense or not. I don't think 

18 that's -- I don't think it's relevant, 

19 MR t KOCHIS; Then I think I'd better have a case 

20 on it~ because I can certainly see, for example, if a 

21 hospital personnel, Jefferson -- and there's a case in 

22 Jefferson that I intend to cite to the Court that reading 

23 from a document to refresh someone' s recollection is not 

24 proper. Mr. Negus did ita t the Hitch motion. I didn't 

25 raise 

26 THE COURT; Reading from a document to refresh memory 

; 
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is not proper? 

MR. KOCHIS: No, it's not. 

MR. NEGUS; In front of a jury. 

MR. KOCHIS: In front of a jury, If he starts 

doing that in front of a jury, in addition to making a 

big stink and throwing an objection on it, I think the 

proper procedure is for him to show the document, and I 

intend to ask people, if he's going to try to get bits 

and phrases selectively from a report, if they've been 

shown. 

I can't see the prejudice to Mr. Cooper if he calls 

Linda Headley and I ask Linda Headley on the phone on 

the witness stand, well, was the interview tape recorded, 

have you been shown a copy of the -- of the transcript. 

MR. NEGUS: First -- first off --

THE COURT: And if she says yes? 

MR, KOCHIS: I imagine she's going to say no, 

because she hasn't been shown. 

MR: NEGUS: Mr. Woods has been instructing various 

witnesses to request copies of the tape recordings in 

court when they come to court if they testify. He's been 

instructing various witnesses to request copies of the 

defense tapes that Mr. Forbush did of the various 

interviews. Everybody that tha t -- tha t asked to ;ake '\ 

their own tape, Mr. Forbush was quite cooperative and had 

no dispute with anybody who wanted to -- to make their own 
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COPY. I believe, for reasons I've said more times than 

you'd like to hear, that that is a violation of my duty 

to Mr. Cooper to release that kind of information to the 

prosecution or to anybody else t what we -- what we alone 

have as e ense 1flvestigation. 

5416 

The first articulated concern of Mr, -- Mr. Kochis, 

that I'm going to read aloud a document to the witnesses 

in front of the jury to refresh their recollection, is not ---going to be done, I pointed out, I think, in court before 

Mr. Kochis even brought this up that that is something 

which Jefferson says is improper in front of a jury, not 

so in front of -- not so in front of a court; so, obviouslYf 

knowing that, I am not about to try and use that mode of 

refreshing recollection in front of a jury. 

Mr. Kochis is perfectly capable to make any request ------
under 1102,5 that he deems necessary~ I would request 

that we do that eut-oI the presence of the jury, and we 

will argue the applicability of it as it COmes up, I assume, 

in each individual case. 

Obviously, again, anything that gets introduced into 

evidence, be it a transcript shown to a witness or a tape 

recording played for a witness, is going to be available to 

Mr. Kochis once I do tha t, bu t what I am 

THE COURT: Are we coming down to what you 'rEt 

objecting to is him in cross-examination asking a witness 

if they have refreshed their memory by a writing or tape? 

..----._----
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1 MR. NEGUS; No, no, no. What he's done is --

2 MR. KOCHIS; That's part of it, Judge, because 

3 that would be the nature of have you reviewed anything 

4 today to refresh your recollection, can you recall everything 

5 that was said during the interview, have you seen a copy of 

6 the transcript, have you listened to a tape recording. 

7 THE CO~RT; Doesn't that all go to credibility? 

8 What's the problem with that? 

9 MR. NEGUS: The problem -- let's take Mr~ -- the 

10 one example where he's made a big deal out of it. Mr. Gregon s 

11 and Mr. Blake -- Dr. Blake both sit there watching the same 

12 test results, and they take their own notes and they 

13 and they go away. ~1r. Kochis has made a big deal. 
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Mr. Gregonis, did you give your results to me to give 

the defense? Yes. Have you ever seen Dr. 

No, 

That's irrelevant. The last question. "Have you r '-_____ -

ever seen Dr, Blake's results," is irrelevant. And the 

reason he~n't seen ~t 1S because it would be in 

violation of my duty and I'd probably get poked if I did 

it, and the cases say that's that Dr. Blake's impressions, .. 
until such time as he testifies about them in open court, 

ar~~ptected by both work product and possibly also the-

privileg~ against self --
,----... --- --

THE COURT; Under that example, Mr, Kochis? 

MR. KOCHIS: That's much different than all the 
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1 others, than the hospital personnel. I did that at the 

2 Hitch 

3 THE COURT: So you're saying that you're not going 
'-------------------------------------

to ask that question then of his expert witnesses who have ---- _ .. _-- ----------------------------
5 examined the evidence, but not turned over to you the 

6 results of that examination? 

7 MR. KOCHIS: Well, what we are talking about is a 

8 limited situat~n so far when Mr. Blake and Mr, Gregonis 

10 

At this point I would not ask the question 
------------------------ .. [)1( 

unless I out of the jury's presence brought it to the ~ 

9 are present. 

11 Court's attention and argued it. 

12 THE COURT: You know, knowing both of you, I don't 

13 think either one of you is going to deviate from what you 

14 
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are representing, certainly not intentionally. If he did 

in any way, you'd say, Your Honor, may we approach the 

bench, and we'd go back to chambers and we'll hash it out 

there out of the presence of the jury. I think that will 

basically cover it, Mr. Negus. ___ 

MR. NEGUS: Your Honor, as long -- as long as we 

have the same representations as far as the oL~er witnesses 

are concerned and that they are instructed not to bring 

it up, Mrs. Headley, if you recall-

THE COURT; Now you're getting into non-experts 

then, and that may be different. 

MR. NEGUS: Well, then, fine. Let's 

if you want to do it on a case-by-case basis 

I'd like 

see, 

----
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1 Mr, Woods has been -- has called different people!- and 

2 he says! I'll give you one piece of advice, ask for the 

3 tape that Mr. Forbush did of your conversation when you 

4 get to court, you know. So we have all these witnesses 

----5 tha t have been told to -.- tha t tha t • s -- that that's a 

6 good thing to do, so I can imagine a chorus of witnesses 
-------------- ------ ---7 on the witness stand saying, hey, we want to look -- we 

5479 
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--- -- ---. . .. -_ .. _--_. __ ._._-------
want to listen to- the tape. 8 

'-----~--~------~-~~ They have no right to do that! 9 
..... 

10 (No omissions.) 
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1 THE COURT: I thought you said that you had let 

2 them have a copy of the tape. 

3 MR. NEGUS: No. I said 

4 MR. KOCHIS: No, never. None of them. 

5 MR. NEGUS: I have -- my understanding of my duty, 

6 again, is that the results of the Defense investigation of 

7 work product may be privileged against may also be 

8 privileged against self-incrimination. I would be violating 

9 my duty if I gave it to anybody other than when I -- when I 

10 introduce it into evidence in court. And I have even gone 

11 to some great lengths, as you might have noticed, to try to 

12 limit that which I introduce in court when I do that. And 

13 Mr. --

14 MR. KOCHIS: Judge, there's no --

15 THE COURT: Unless there'~ some way 

16 MR. KOCHIS: no work product privilege that ,V'" 
17 applies to any interview with the Defense investigator and a 

18 third person who's not an expert. An eyewitness, a victim 

19 THE COURT: Well, there may· be. 

20 MR. KOCHIS: I have cases --

21 THE COURT: Well--

22 MR. KOCHIS: -- recent cases that indicate it's 

23 not --

24 THE COURT: -- maybe. 

25 MR. KOCHIS: work product. 

26 THE COURT: But -- all right. You get into the 
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1 privilege against se1f-incr~ination and whether or not it 

2 lightens the Prosecution's duty. Can you show me a case that 

3 says that you can get that, Mr. Kochis? That is, Defense 

4 tapes or transcripts of witness' statements. 

5 MR. KOCHIS: I'll have those this afternoon. I have 

6 two of them Xeroxed for the Court. One of them is not going 

7 to become final for another week. 
~ 

8 THE COURT: Unless unless the Court can compel 

9 the Defense to -- to turn over those tapes, then I can see 

10 where --

11 MR. KOCHIS: \oJell, Your Honor, here's the problem 

12 I have. ------------------
13 - THE COURT: Other than the refreshing of memory 

14 exception. 

15 MR. KOCHIS: I have a wit~ess who called, "I have 

16 been subpoenaed." "Have you ever talked to the Defense 

17 investigator?" "Yes, I have." "Was it tape recorded?" "Yes, 

18 it was." "What's the problem?" "I can't remember what I 

19 said. II "I wasn't there. I can't help you. If you have a 

20 problem with your memory, ask the Defense lawyer if you can 

21 see a copy of the transcript or of the tape." So they --

~ that's what they do. 

23 MR. NEGUS: On the witness stand, though, like 

24 Mrs. Headley did when she was so instructed. And she asked 

25 for a copy right on the witness stand. That I think is 

26 improper. 
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-
1 THE COURT: All right. You're going to have to get 

2 the Court to order a disclosure by the Defense of their 

3 prior recorded statements in some manner. And show me the 

4 authority for that. 

5 MR. KOCHIS: Well, I will. But, then, on the other 

6 hand, I think the issue no one's resolved is I didn't call 

7 any of these people to the witness stand. They were Mr. Negus' 

8 witnesses. 

9 THE COURT: I don't think that makes any difference. 

10 MR. KOCHIS: And I don't think I should be in a 

11 position of calling his witnesses and telling them what to do 

12 or not to do on the witness stand. I never instructed any 

13 witness to get on the witness stand and say, "Hey, ask for a 

14 copy of your transcript." ~ 

15 MR. NEGUS: But Mr. Woods has. 

16 THE COURT: Gentlemen, you're beginning to play some 

17 games. 

18 MR. NEGUS: No, Judge. I just don't want that sort 

19 of stuff blurted out in front of the witness. Any witness 

20 that I call I'm going to ask to have brought back into 

21 chambers before they're put on the witness stand and have-You 

22 tell them not to say that in open court. 
------------------------------------------

23 THE COURT: I think that's proper. 

24 MR. NEGUS: And I'm just asking that any witness 

25 that Mr. Kochis brings forward, that before -- and I'm 

26 perfectly -- if Mr. Kochis has some legitimate reasons -- but 
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1 I just don't -- I suppose I'll make an in limine motion 

2 that none of this be brought in front of a jury until we have 

3 had a chance to have a hearing outside his presence. 

4 MR. KOCHIS: But if -- if the purpose of a trial 

5 is to in some way attempt to ascertain what the truth is 

6 THE COURT: Let me see your cases, Mr. Kochis. 

7 MR. KOCHIS: Yes. 

8 THE COURT: No point in in belaboring -- belaborin~ 

9 it now. Let's see your cases on it 

10 MR. KOCHIS: 

11 THE COURT: 

12 We'll take it up at 

t-1R. KOCHIS: 

Yes. 

-- as far as.compelling them to doj.t. 

the next seSS10n. 

Fine. 13 -
14 THE COURT: We skipped down to number eight, and 

15 now you know what he has in mind there. 

16 MR. KOCHIS: Yes, I do. 

17 THE COURT: And -- did you want something, Judge? 

18 And then I guess number two, prior convictions for 

19 i;:!:peachment. 

20 MR. NEGUS: Yes. 

21 MR. KOTTMEIER: I would prefer 

22 THE COURT: I've got two. It's really number five on 

23 this -- on this sheet here. 

24 MR. KOTTMEIER: I would prefer, on that issue, Your 

25 Honor, to hold off until tomorrow. I have a rough draft of 

26 the information in that regard that I would prefer to let 
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Mr. Negus look at before we actually take it up in court. 

THE COURT: All right. Well, you can turn that 

over to him, and we'll take that one up in the next session, 

then. Is there something that you would want to give to the 

Court at the same time? 

MR. KOTTMEIER: It's not really the cases. The case 

is very clear, at least as far as impeachment. And it involve 

propostion 8 and --

THE COURT: Well, will you have a brief on it? 

MR. KOTTMEIER: Possibly, for the Court and Mr. 

11 Negus' review, it might be well to take a look at Proposition 

12 8 under -- and I can't pronounce the name. It's B-r-o-s-n-a-

13 h-a-n vs. Brown, 32 Cal. 3d, 236; 32 Cal. 3d, 236, which 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

deals with the validity of Proposition 8 and the utilization 

of prior convictions. 

THE COURT: All right. Why don't you turn it over 

to him, and I'll look at that, perhaps, during the noon 

period, and we'll come back on that one. 

MR. KOTT~ffiIER: And the same is applicable to the 

next issue on the distinctive prior crimes. 

-----------------------MR. NEGUS: Okay. I would like to put that off to - --... 
the end of all these short motions, because I need to·do more 

looking for cases in that, because there's a bunch of recent 

cases, I believe, that have come out. 

THE COURT: I've gone -- I've gone through and 

26 re-numbered the order of priority. And my next one after 
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1 number five is number seven. 

2 MR. NEGUS: Okay. With respect -- let me just 

3 let me just indicate the scope of number five. I think I 

4 mentioned it to Mr. Kochis in passing, and I'm not sure that 

5 I got it through clearly. Mr. -- according to the evidence 

6 that I have been given from the Prosecution, Mr. -- Mr. Cooper 

7 has a conviction of burglary, two counts out of Los Angeles 

8 County in 1983. I consider that to be one class of particular 

9 -- one class of of prior acts. And as to that, I have a 

10 brief argument as to why it is ina~~issible in this particula 

11 case under -- under the Beagle line of cases, which, I would 

12 submit, there's a considerable amount of controversy in the 

13 Court of Appeals as to their -- as to the effect of Propositio 

14 8 on the Beagle. Okay? But that's another issue. And I'm 

15 aware of Brosnahan vs. Brown. 

16 THE COURT: Have you, in your document, Mr. 

17 Kottmeier, indicated specifically what type of impeachment 

18 would desire or what type of prior 

19 MR. KOTTMEIER: Well, the issue that Mr. Negus 

20 raises as to the L.A. County conviction is important because 

21 it relates to the escape case, which means that those -- tha -22 conviction will probably come in, anyway, as a foundation-

23 for the first count of charges against the defendant, that is, ---
24 that he was in custody in state prison on the burglary 

"'---_ ... -----
25 convictions out of Los Angeles. --- ---._---------
26 THE COURT: I don't know what you're talking about 
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when you say that there's two burglary convictions and you 

consider them one class of prior acts. 

MR. NEGUS: Okay. Well, I'm trying I didn't 

get to the next class of prior acts. There are various 

and sundry convictions in the State of Pennsylvania for 

r "" 
various and sundry crimes. I -- it is my -- it is my position 

as to those that there ar~~~r~in the documents 

that I have received so far there ~e Coffey pro~n this, ~ 
there's~ showing as to their Constitutionality, if any. ~ 

And, finally, that I believe that, under Pennsylvania 

law, if -- well, under -- under the -- under California law, 

you have to look at the nature of the conviction in the 

13 out of state place and determine would it be a felony under 

14 

15 

16 

17 

California law if, you know, it had happened in California. 
---------------------------

Mr. -- Mr. Cooper -- in the State of Pennyslvania, 

anything under two years is considered to be county time. 

Now, they have -- their jail system is somewhat different in 

18 that -- that the various correctional facilities in the State 

19 of Pennsylvania, some of them are consolidated, like there's --

20 like there's a county jail sort of thing for a whole bunch of 

21 different counties, and they sort of send them there. But 

22 anything under two years is considered to be county time. -
23 ~Mr. Cooper was sentenced to things which in California 

24 ( would be wobblers to county time. 

25 " Therefore, it is my position that none of his - -
26 Pennsylvania convictions are felonies for purposes of 
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1 impeac~~ent in this state. They're mainly burglaries, 

2 receiving stolen property. There may be a -- I think the 

3 auto thing was dismissed. But that's that's what happened. --_._-_ .. -.- .---- --- '---
4 So--

5 THE COURT: I thought this would have been an item 

6 of--

7 MR. NEGUS: 'Taint nothing simple. 

8 THE COURT: -- of Points and Authorities to be 

9 filed and offers of proof from the District Attorney first • 
. ..• - ---- --------

10 You know, we could struggle over something you have no 

11 intention of using. I think at one time you indicated that 

12 maybe that was prior acts. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

MR. NEGUS: That was prior acts. The essence --

he hasn't said anything about -- about what he wants to use, 

if Mr. if Mr. Cooper should tes~ify, to impeach him. 

That's the reason for bringing this motion. 

THE COURT: I don't think you made an offer of proof --.. ---- .. _---_._---. __ ._---_.- ---------
~t. I'd like t~_~e~_tllgt:~ And then we can address these 

various problems. But I would want to look at the Authorities 

MR. KOTTMEIER: Well, I think the issue, as far as 

the convictions out of Los Angeles, is settled. Whether 

Mr. Cooper testifies or not, the 969b forms are going to 

THE COURT: Well, he received a prison sentence on 

both of those? 

MR. KOTTMEIER: Yes. It's just one 

MR. KOCHIS: That's how he ended up in Chino, Judge. 
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1 MR. KOTTMEIER: It was just one charge. 

2 THE COURT: So he was sentenced on both of them. 

3 MR. NEGUS: There's other problems with that, in 

that one can stipulate that he's lawfully in state prison 

5 and keep that out. I mean, they have counterpositions. 

6 But I don't think it's that simple. It certainly wasn't 

7 THE COURT: Are you indicating that you will offer 

8 such a stipulation? 

9 MR. !-."EGUS: I -- if Mr. Cooper's burglary convictions 

10 will not come in, I would be willing to stipulate that he was 

11 lawfully in state prison on June the 2nd, 1983, if the 

12 burglary convictions won't come in. 

13 THE COURT: Why wouldn't they come in as foundation 

14 to show that -- that very issue, that he was lawfully in 

15 state prison before he escaped? 

16 MR. NEGUS: Right. But the reason for stipulating 

17 to it is so they don't come in, so -- in -- in order to 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

relieve them of the burden of proving the burglary convictions 

I'm willing to stipulate he was lawfully in state prison on 

June 2nd., ----:} 

THE COURT: Let's cover that issue either now or ~ 
later, when you're prepared on it. 

MR. KOTTMEIER: Our position, if such a stipulation 

were offered, is that we have the right to prove it, under 

--------------------------------------------------~---------
Proposition 8. It's a foundational crime. It's a prerequisit , 

26 including a conviction, for his incarceration. And Prop. 8 
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1 is very specific that, if there's a prior prerequisite, that 

2 you can prove it. 

3 THE COURT: But the prior is not a prerequisite 

of escape. It may be a prerequisite for an ex-con with a gun. 

5 But I -- with a prior. But it is not an element of escape. 

6 An element is lawful custody. 

7 MR. NEGUS: I don't know. I'll have to do some 

8 work on it. Okay? 

9 THE COURT: When will you make an offer of 

10 as to what you wish to impeach with? 

11 MR. KOTTMEIER: Hopefully tomorrow. I mean, as 

12 far as having it written. 

13 THE COURT: Please. 

14 Do you want to go to the photographs? 

15 !-IR. NEGUS: Sure. 

16 MR. KOTTMEIER: I have a n~~er of pho~ographs that 

17 are prepared of general scene by scene -- I mean, pictures 

18 of homes that have nothing other than the physical layout. 

19 I don't think it's necessary to go through those one by one, 

20 because I'm not even sure to what extent they would all be 

21 used. 

22 THE COURT: Are you talking about the gruesome 

23 pictures, that type of --

24 MR. NEGUS: Let me -- I can -- I am making a limited 

25 motion with respect to photographs, okay? The first off, I'm 

26 making a motion that with respect to any photograph which 
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depicts injuries to any of the victims or any of that sort 

of thing, any -- any photograph that has the kind of -- of 

signs of physical violence which is likely to inflame a jury, 

that they not be allowed to use any photograph larger than 

5 eight by ten color photographs. The reason for that is we hav 

6 had testL~ony that -- that -- that these were all 3S milli-

7 meter photographs. Any enlargement beyond 35 millimeter on 

8 a -- on -- any enlargement on 3S millimeter beyond eight by 

9 ten is not going to provide any additional useful information. 

10 And all it can do is increase the possibility of inflam --

11 THE COURT: Sounds i~minently fair and reasonable 

12 at the moment. 

13 MR. KOTTMEIER: Except for the fact that there's 

14 an issue that involves nlli~erous wounds to the various victims 

15 and that the scene itself is extremelY. important. It is -------------- --
16 impossible to work from an eight by ten with a jury panel 

17 that is 12 to 16 members, depending upon where we are at 

18 within the proceedings, being able to argue from them or 

19 illustrate from photographs to that particular jury panel so 

20 that they can all see it without taking the time to hand the 

21 photograph through each member of the jury as we're going alon • 

22 (No omissions.) 

23 

24 

25 

26 
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8 a -- on -- any enlargement on 3S millimeter beyond eight by 

9 ten is not going to provide any additional useful information. 

10 And all it can do is increase the possibility of inflam --

11 THE COURT: Sounds i~minently fair and reasonable 

12 at the moment. 

13 MR. KOTTMEIER: Except for the fact that there's 

14 an issue that involves nlli~erous wounds to the various victims 

15 and that the scene itself is extremelY. important. It is -------------- --
16 impossible to work from an eight by ten with a jury panel 

17 that is 12 to 16 members, depending upon where we are at 

18 within the proceedings, being able to argue from them or 

19 illustrate from photographs to that particular jury panel so 

20 that they can all see it without taking the time to hand the 

21 photograph through each member of the jury as we're going alon • 

22 (No omissions.) 
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1 THE COURT: I don't mind taking that time in this 

2 case. I'd rather do that than to plaster the walls of 

3 blowups of pictures. 

MR. KOTTMEIER; I haven't even been given the 

5 opportunity to make the offer as to the size or show the 

6 Court the pictures that we had in mind, and I object to 

7 the abstract ruling that the defense says eight by ten and 

8 that's the automatic order of the Court without even an 

9 offer of proof. 

10 THE COURT: Do you care to make an offer? 

11 MR. KOTTMEIER; Yes, Your Honor. lie have prepared 

12 seven 16 by 20 laminated photographs that show the 

13 position of the victims and the scene. NOw, the difference 

14 between size of photograph strictly will only apply to 

15 whether it can be viewed from the. witness stand, and I 

16 would also remind the Court that during the preliminary 

17 hearing, the defense utilized slides, and I would imagine 

18 that when we get down to that area of autopsy testimony, 

19 sides will probably be requesting the opportunity to 

20 the various injuries for illu-

21 the testimony of Dr. Root. 

22 MR, NEGUS; That's not necessarily true. 

23 THE COURT: With reference to possible weapons, 

24 you don't intend to go into that in any detail? 

25 MR. NEGUS: Let's just do one thing at a time. 

26 I mean I'm just making a motion that with respect to 
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1 anything that we talk about, that we use photographs which 

2 are not large and inflammatory, and that would include 

3 blowups of slides, so I'm not -- I would certainly request 

4 that as far as photographs of the autopsy is concerned, 

5 we don't blow things up or photographs of the crime scene 

6 which show the victims; that eight by ten is -- is the 

7 largest that you can get -- that you are going to get 

8 useful information out of. Anything in that photograph, 

9 you will be able to see in an eight by ten. 

10 THE COURT: Let's see the scope of them, the 

11 magnitude of the pictures. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

MR, KOCHIS; Your Honor, should we have them for 

convenience marked so if there's ever any issue under --

THE COURT: They're not going to be taken away 

from me at the moment. 

How m~ny do you have, Mr. Kottmeier? 

MR. KOTTMEIER; Seven. Three are of the general 

scene, and three are of specific victims, and the final one 

is a picture of the end of the bed. 

MR, NEGUS; With respect to the picture of the~ 
of the bed, there is something on that which you really 

if you have to look at an eight by ten, you have to see it 

with a magnifying glass, and I can see the perhaps usefulness ) 

of that particular photograph; so the one that's marked as ' ~ 

10 No. A-29~ because it doesn1t depict any pictures of the {~ 
victims, I don~ have any problems with it. ~. 
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1 THE COURT; The clerk can mark that separately. 

2 MR. NEGUS: It looks .. .,. I can't tell whether that's 

3 a 29 or 79. I believe in fact if you went back and looked, 

4 it would be A-79. 

5 THE COURT: Do you have it? 

6 MR. NEGUS; Mrs. Lewis is getting me some of the 

7 pictures that you can compare of the same thing. 

8 MR. KOCHIS; It should be A-79, Your Honor. 

9 MR. NEGUS: I just want -- not necessarily those, 

10 just -- there~ four 

11 THE COURT: Let's take a brief recess. 

12 (Recess.) 

13 MR. NEGUS: I have put out for you there a couple of 

14 
the photographs, one of which -- the one that is our 

15 Exhibit H-212 is a copy of the same photograph as the 

16 enlargement, and you can see that there's no information 

17 
that you can get out of the enlargement that isn't -- i~ 

18 
not equally visible, if not more visible, in the eight by 

19 
ten. The other one 

20 
THE COURT: Let's take them one at a time. 

21 
Mr. Kottmeier? 

22 
MR. KOTTMEIER; Your Honor, as far as information, 

23 I would grant that you could get the same information from 

24 an eight by ten as you could probably get from a three by 

five of the same photograph if you use the time for 
25_ 

26 
individual consideration of each photograph. My concern is 
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1 that the issue related to the scene and the way in which it 

2 appeared is one that is going to be of continuing concern 

3 to all parties, and that the enlargements give us the 

4 opportunity to argue issues, present testimony with regard 

5 to this area by pointing to --

6 THE COURT: That's not the same. 

7 MR. NEGUS: Well, that's because they didn't print 

8 it correctly. If they were to print the smaller picture 

9 the same way~ full frame, that they did the larger one, 

10 you can see he just --- when he printed it, he crops it, 

11 and if he were to make an uncropped print, you can tell 

12 that this -- that the eight by ten has been -- has been 

13 has been cropped, and you can print photographs so that 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

they don't get cropped. He just cropped one side versus 

the other. 

~m. KOTTMEIER: I would grant that probably we can 

duplicate whatever is contained on these photographs. 

MR. KOCHIS; Judge~ you can't on an eight by ten. 

The way a 35 millimeter negative goes up and r'm sure 

Mr. Negus knows this it goes up five by seven, ten by 

fourteen. If you're going to limit to eight by ten, there's 

going to be some cropping of the photograph. You're going 

to lose part of the negative. -" ---.. 
Mr. Negus, I don't find the enlargement ~ THE COURT: 

can see ~he:e ;I 
in sanD1e9

J 
25 of H-2l2 particularly inflammatory, and I 

26 when we get a bunch of the older citizens 
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1 

2 

3 

perhaps on the jurYr that the various blood droplets and 

things that might well be important in the case are not 

5495 

nearly so visible in the eight by ten as they are in this 

4 larger one. 

5 I can see where there's no way that I think that I 

6 would let in what's marked A-34 which depicts in the most 

7 unflattering pose Peggy Ryen in the large fashion. Counsel, 

'-----

I , 

8 te simply :--=: ~~~:_:~~u~~_~a~_~_~~~_.~.~OdiCum of h:::= 
9 discretion to at leas: __ cov~:_ her _PE.i va t.es. _--------

10 HR. KOTTMEIER: Well, that will be done, and I 

11 didn't want to do it as far as preparation for this 

12 particular motion. In fact, during the presentation 

13 the preliminary hearing, we were careful to assure that 

the privates of all of the victims were not exposed, 14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

because there's no relevant evidence as to 

areas. 
'---

THE COURT: Well, I don't -- I don't -- what else 

do you have? You've got Peggy and and you really don't 

see anything of Douglas Ryen here, so she's the only 

really -- and Jessica you see here from a rear view only, 

and I don't find that particularly objectionable. 

MR. NEGUS: If I can just articulate what I think 

'------------------~--~--~----~~--~~-
i~ ~ng w~ ~h ~h~ =arge photogra~ is the idea of leaving 

them up around the courtroom, which is probably what 

Mr. Kottmeier has in m~nd 

THE COURT: I can control that, Mr. Negus, and I've 

--------------------' 
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1 thought of that, too. 

2 The clerk has not yet marked these, but this one 

3 is A-74, apparently, and tP4t is the one of Peggy Ryen p 

4 I simply -- whether you cover it or do not cover it, 

5 Counsel, thats a rather close-up, This is a general here, 

6 

7 

8 

9 

MR, NEGUS; That's A-34. 

THE COURT: That's A-34. If you use A-34, you are 

going to have to --

MR, KOTTMEIER: I thought what we might do is take 

10 tape and cover over the private area or else we can have 

11 potentially the picture reprinted. 

12 THE COURT: Eradicate it or work out some solution 

13 to cover that. That may inflame the jurors against you, 

14 as a matter of fact, if you do otherwise. Other than that, 

15 I think it's probative and not overly inflammatory. 

16 MR. KOTTMEIER: I would like to cite fer the 

17 a particular case that dealt with the utilization of 14-

18 by-17 enlargements of a genital area of the victim wherein 

19 one of the issues was the way in which the victim had been 

20 cut, 

21 THE COURT; Well, now, wait a minute, Mr. Kottrneier. 

22 You don't have any issue with reference to their cutting 

23 on that -- in that area. 

24 MR, KOTTMEIER: No. I'm just saying that that's 

25 one of the factual settings within this --

26 THE COURT: Oh, I can see in certain rape cases 
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1 where it would be entirely appropriate~ but I just didn't 

2 thi~~ it was in this case. If something develops! then 

3 we can indeed do that. 

4 MR. KOTTMEIER: I was only referring to the Court~s 

5 initial question as to the utilization of size photographs 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

of the nature we have here, the enlargements, as opposed 

to an eight by ten or something else~ 

MR. NEGUS: Well ... -

THE COURT: The enlargement of Peggy Ryen, this is 

A-74, simply shall not be used, period. Her depiction ~ 

the scene along with Chris Hughes and Jessica, being a 

more detached, may be used provided the privates are 

covered. The small photograph may be used whether they 
"'------------- --_ .. 

are covered or not. 

I don't find any objection with the other ones. -
(No omissions.) 
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1 

2 

MR. NEGUS: Then my -- just to make sure that we're 

clear, then I -- okay to all the large photographs with the-

3 --~----------------exception of the A-79, because the only reason that Mr. 

4 Kottmeier can articulate for using them is so that all the 

5 jurors can see them for longer periods of time, and there's 

6 no additional information in them. And I can -- I can see 

7 that that's -- I don't think that's informative. That's only 

8 inflammatory. 

9 THE COURT: We can do it now or we can do it as we 
'------

10 get closer to trial. But -- you can indicate when you wish 
-------------------------

11 to use the big photographs. I don't intend to let them stay 

12 up hour after hour, Mr. Negus. And I can control that very 

13 easily. 

14 Would the clerk mark the large photographs here 

15 and each of them so we can submit it. 

16 MR. NEGUS: Can we -- before we do that, can we 

17 agree to what numbering system we're going to be using for 

18 the trial, because now we're starting to mark things which I 

19 assume are going to go in front of a jury. I would suggest 

20 that we just mark from 1 to infinity in order without any 

21 just have them all Court's exhibits. That would be my 

22 request. 

23 MR. KOTTMEIER: I would like to try and see what 

24 could be done as far as a -- a matte or something on the 

25 negative for Peggy Ryen before marking. 

26 THE COURT: Well, you can substitute or we can put 

t , 
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1 others. You 

2 MR. NEGUS: I have no objection to him substituting 

3 that if it comes down to that. 

4 THE COURT: You can work on that and come back to 

5 me on that, if you wish. 

6 MR. KOCHIS: The numbering system I would suggest, 

7 T-l through infinity, so that we know the trial exhibits as 

8 opposed to Hitch, prelim, 1538 --

9 MR. NEGUS: Have we used 

10 I don't think so. I don't think we have any exhibits'with jus a 

11 straight number on them. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

MR. KOCHIS: We don't? 

MR. NEGUS: I don't think so. That's why I thought -

MR. KOCHIS: Not even change of venue? 

MR. NEGUS: How about the. change of venue numbers? 

THE CLERK: They were "V" with appropriate numbers. 

MR. NEGUS: I think that's why we did it that way at 

18 the beginning, so we could just use numbers. 

19 THE COURT: Any -- any problem with the order of mark ng 

20 some of them you want --

21 MR. KOTTMEIER: Yes. 

22 THE COURT: The early numbers? 

23 MR. KOCHIS: Yes. 

24 MR. KOTTMEIER: Do you want --

25 MR. KOCHIS: I think we have other photographs that 

26 are going to be offered chronologically first, and they 
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19 THE COURT: Any -- any problem with the order of mark ng 

20 some of them you want --

21 MR. KOTTMEIER: Yes. 

22 THE COURT: The early numbers? 

23 MR. KOCHIS: Yes. 

24 MR. KOTTMEIER: Do you want --

25 MR. KOCHIS: I think we have other photographs that 

26 are going to be offered chronologically first, and they 
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1 aren't the ones from inside the house. 

2 THE CLERK: Your Honor, if you'd like to have these 

3 that are marked for trial now with the T-l, 2, 3, 4, and 

4 then when you go down to San Diego, if there's a problem with 

5 remarking them, it might be easier for that clerk, then --

8 

6 

7 

for them to start going 1, 2, 3, 4,without any numbers in 

front. I don't mind just having the Court hold those. I 

don't think they necessarily need a number at this point. 
J 
J 

9 MR. KOCHIS: Well, they do, because they're part 

10 of the record. And Mr. Negus is going to Object to them. 

11 And there has to be something to tell an Appellate Court 

12 what he objected to. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

THE COURT: Let's put an exhibit right now T-l on 

-----------------------
through, and then I'll read that into the record. And we 
~--------------------------------------------
can change that later. And it's not going to be an awful 

lot of these. 

ones. 

we will 

does not 

MR. NEGUS: My understanding, that's all the big 

MR. KOTTMEIER: With one exception, and that is that 

probablv have one done of Jessica in the ---------THE COURT: I don't see the need for that. The--

-------------------------THE CLERK: Your Honor, does ~ 

MR. KOCHIS: The one that we have offered heretofore ) 

show her upper body portion down the hall. It has 

the upper body excluded. 

THE CLERK: Does Counsel and Your Honor have any 
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special way you want these marked? Any special order? 

THE COURT: No, I don't think so. Her face is not 

depicted in the large blowups. 

MR. KOTTMEIER: Not even the upper body. You can't 

see it. There's the picture. -
THE COURT: Well, as far as the showing of the 

buttocks, I don't find that objectionable one way or an 

another, just partially nude. r 

MR. NEGUS: Just I -- I don't I don't think there' 

any lack of clarity. But my objection is not to the nudity 

but to the depiction of the wounds. That's what the basis 

of my -- I think that --

THE COURT: That's very --

-----:-.--~ 
MR. NEGUS: I mean, that --

THE COURT: probative here, and your objection .......... . 

also as to keeping them posted for a long period of time. 

All right. If you want to get a blowup of what --
you have marked here as A-53, I don't find any objection to 

------"-----------------------------
that. 

MR. KOTT~IER: Yes, Your Honor. 

MR. NEGUS: The record should indicate that that's 

laboratory No. A-53. 

MR. KOTT¥£IER: Yes. 

MR. KOCHIS: I did number, I guess. Okay. 

MR. KOTTMEIER: Your Honor, just to clarify the 

26 Court's position, I would like to offer three cases. 
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1 People 

---~~---~ ---------::::---
vs. Jent~-y-;--'S":e-n-t-r-y --

THE Co~.r: Mr. Jentry (sic), what are you doing to 2 

3 me? I haven't gone against you. Why why belabor the 
----.... _-- .. ----.- _._ ... _._------_.-

4 point? 

5 MR. KOTTMEIER: Fine. 

6 MR. NEGUS: Next one is autopsy photos. 

7 MR. KOTTMEIER: I have here prints, and these are 

8 only for reference, of the autopsy photos that were used 

9 during the Preliminary Hearing, and, in addition, the autopsy 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

photos that were not used during the preliminary Hearing 

And I think Mr. Negus' interest, and I'm not sure if I h~~rd---~ 
him correctly when we were talking before, is to utilize 

slides and project the slides on the wall. ~I 
Have you changed from 

MR. NEGUS: No. No. Well--

THE COURT: I thought that was just what you 

indicate you were not going to do at the time of trial. 

MR. NEGUS: Right. That was -- I didn't want to do 

that. I did that at the preliminary Hearing because it seems 

-- the Preliminary Hearing seems to be a different forum than 

a jury trial. ----"'" The -- I -- the autopsy photographs are of -- I mean, 
--_._---- -- -------

23 may -- the nature of some ofthe--Wotlnds-rnay- we'll be an l.ssue 
~---~ ------ --------:-:---

24 at trl.al. The autopsy photos, -iri-my-opinion, because they 

25 are basically washed and show washed, gaping wounds, are 

26 more inflammatory than the actual nhotographs of the bloody 
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1 people in the scene. Basically, the use for which the 

2 = autopsy photographs have been put at the prelim and the use 

3 which I have seen them used in prior trials with Dr. Root is 

4 that that's the only way that Dr. Root can remember the 

5 wound that he's talking about, to look at the picture. So 

6 basically what it is is a refreshing recollection part. And -7 the photograph and the interpretation of the photograph for 

8 the j u;;--i-s-, -I-d-o-n-' -t-t-h-i-n-k--, -n-e-c-e-s--s-a-r-i-l-y-i-m-p-o-r-t-a-n-t-. -----

9 It is conceivable that there might be a clash of 

---------------------------------------10 experts about some particular wound. At the present time I 

11 don't know of any such clash. But I wouldn't want to rule it 

12 out. If there were a clash of experts about the meaning of a 

73 particular wound, then the autopsy photographs mayor may not 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

become probative. 

Other than that, I would request that the autop~ 

photographs not be introduced into evidence in -- to the 

jury, that they be available for Dr. Root to use to refresh 

his recollection if he needs to, which I suspect he will, or 

any other expert that testifies on it, but that they just be 

identified and referred to without being given to the jury. 

The reason for that is that, unless we happen to I 
have a -- luck out and get a trained pathologist on our jury. 

1 

they are very inflammatory. 
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1 THE COURT: Are there cases on that that talk about -

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

time. 

MR. KOTT~EIER: Autopsy photographs? 

THE COURT: Yes, specifically. 

MR. KOTTMEIER: Yes. 

THE COURT: I haven't read any of those in a long 

MR. KOTTMEIER: The cases are generally very limiting 

8 that is, that the trial judge's discretion is seldom, if ever, 

9 overthrown. But I have one case in particular that might 

10 be helpful, wherein something like 16 autopsy photographs 

11 were offered, the Court admitted eight, and the reviewing 

12 Court suggested that maybe five should have been admitted. 

13 Five or three; I've forgotten which way. And it gives some 

14 guidelines as to the review of them. 

15 THE COURT: Well, general~y speaking, we've got to 

16 show relevancy, the probative value of them. If you want to 

17 limit them in n~~ber to ~here you do not have prejudice by 

18 mere weight of numbers, don't put in more than is necessary 

19 so there's no duplicative pictures showing the same thing. 

20 HR. KOTTMEIER: Our general thought in this regard, 

21 at least as far as planning, and I wasn't sure what Mr. Negus 

22 was going to do, was that there was some ~rticular interest -.----
23 that we had in regard to the hatchet wounds. We think, -24 obviously, that the hatchet is linked up closer to Mr. Cooper 

r- . 
25 than any potent1al weapon, and that the issue of whether a 

26 hatchet was used in the attack is extremely important 
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3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

circumstantially as far as the guilt or innocence of the 

defendant. So that the prosecution was interested in 

some illustration type photos on the victims. each of the 

victims as to hatchet wounds.-___ _ 

There are a couple of areas that have unique wounds. -
such as to the chest of Jessica, that I am not sure can be 

accurately described and maybe it would be best if I show 

8 you a picture -- accurately described verbally without the 

9 assistance of photographs. 

10 MR. NEGUS: An alternate method of description 

11 other than photographs is sketches. And Dr. Root has 

12 irtnurnerable sketches. 

13 !>1R. KOTTMEIER: The problem with sketches in regard 

14 to Jessica is that the wounds to her chest. according to 

15 Dr. Root, are post-mortem, and the_wounds themselves in 

16 appearance, b~~ tend to in~icate --

17 MR. NEGUS: I'm familiar with the -- with the 

18 photographs. Until such time as whether -- as that becomes 

19 a disputed i~sue, that the -- I think what Dr. Root will say ------
20 is that they are post-mortem or just as she was dying. my 

21 recollection of what he says. Until such time as that 

22 becomes a disputed issue, which I don't think it is at the 

23 moment, I don't see the relevance of it. 

24 THE COURT: Counsel, I'd like to simply ~ 
25 look at some law on these things. I 
26 MR. NEGUS: Do you have the name of the case that 
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1 you were talking about? 

2 THE COURT: I can, of course, consider the usual 

3 352 considerations. But I would like to refresh my memory 

" as to some of the applicable law. There may be new law. 

5 You'd think the books would be full of it. 

6 

7 

MR. NEGUS: They are, but they generally don't get -

MR. KOTTMEIER: One that may help the Court is 

8 People vs. Mil Cal. 3d, 185; 9 Cal. 3d, 185. 

9 THE 

10 MR. KOTTMEIER: 185. And it's at Page 193 and 194. 

11 Another case that is -- well, that just gives a general 

12 statement of photographic evidence. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

(No omissions.) 
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1 THE axJRI'; Well, I can find general textbook 

2 references on it. 

3 MR. KOCHIS: Your Honor, People vs. Jentry also has , 

4 some general language, J-e-n-t-r-y, 69 Cal.App.3d, 615, 

5 pages 626, 627~ 

6 

7 

8 

9 

MR, NEGUS: If I could -- there's a People vs. --

I'm just trying to find the cite. There's" a coup~~ other 
...--.(~,,~ - ~~'~-A'fo 

general ..::ases nor.:tally, peop}e vs. S?m, and I am trying ~ ~ 

to find the cite on that, and there's also, I think, a /" /' 

10 Gibson case cited by Justice Jefferson, if I can find it. 

11 THE COURT: Are you looking at the --

12 MR. NEGUS: That's what I was looking at, but I 

13 don't see where. 

14 THE COURT; Let me see what I can find. 

15 MR. NEGUS; I might give Y9u the others 

16 THE COURT: I don't think I will get any~here during 

17 the noon period on it. Counsel, why don't we break it 

18 until 1:30. 

19 MR. KOCHIS; And, Your Honor, also People vs. Murphy, 
, < 

20 8 Cal.3d, 349, pertinent portions on 365. 

21 THE COURT: 349 at 3651 

22 ~1R. KOCHIS: Right. Apparently. it's a long case. 

23 THE COURT; Let's have our lunch period. 

24 (Whereupon, at 11;53 a.m. the noon recess 

25 was taken.) 
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1 ONTARIO, CALIFORNI1-.i TUESDAY, JULY 24, 1984; 1,33 P.M~ 

2 DEPARTMENT NO. 3 HON. RICHARD C. GARNER, JUDGE 

3 (Appearances as heretofore mentioned.) 

5 MR, NEGUS; I have an additional case I'd like to 

6 cite on the photos, which is --

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

THE COURT; I never did get the citation, nor did I 

look up the People vs. Sam case. 
I •. 

MR. NEGUS: ~ is -- was a mistake on my part --

THE COURT; Okay. 

MR. NEGUS: -- so you can scratch that. It's 

People vs. Smith, 33 Cal.App.3d, 51. 
... < *+41!"" 

THE COURT: Do you have it right there? 

MR. NEGUS: I have it right there, and even underlined 

THE COURT: Just a second. All right. Quoting a 

couple lines from it, there was autopsy testimony regarding 

the precise location and nature of the wound which needed -----------------------------------
no clarification or amplification, and the record does not 

reveal what evidentiary purpose was expressed by the 

district attorney in presenting these pictures to the 

jury. The Attorney General pointed to no added probative 

value possessed by the exhibits, blatant appeal to jury's 

emotion. 

So, Counsel, what's the purpose of your request to 

put in autopsy pictures? 

MR. KOTTMEIER; To illustrate the type of wounds 
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... < *+41!"" 

THE COURT: Do you have it right there? 

MR. NEGUS: I have it right there, and even underlined 

THE COURT: Just a second. All right. Quoting a 

couple lines from it, there was autopsy testimony regarding 

the precise location and nature of the wound which needed 
------------------

no clarification or amplification, and the record does not 

reveal what evidentiary purpose was expressed by the 

district attorney in presenting these pictures to the 

jury. The Attorney General pointed to no added probative 

value possessed by the exhibits, blatant appeal to jury's 

emotion. 

So, Counsel, what's the purpose of your request to 

-put in autopsy pictures? -
MR. KOTTMEIER; To illustrate the type of wounds 

-
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1 consistent with being a hatchet. I think that we can have 

2 testimony in regard to the majority of other wounds, In 

3 fact, I have requested or tried to get a hold of some 

'------~--~~~--~~-4 plastic models to utilize for denoting the location of 

5 the various bodies of the majority of wounds~ however, as 

6 I mentioned before, specifically the utilization of the 

7 hatchet is an extremely important issue in this case, and 

8 this is an issue that I wanted to utilize illustrative 

9 photos because some of them when you look at the wound, 

10 the photo itself tells you that their wound was made by 

11 a hatchet, regardless of the additional testimony of 

12 Dr. Root. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

THE COURT: Have you selectively gone through them 

and pared them down to what you feel is simply necessary? 

MR, KOTTMEIER; No, because, as I indicated earlier, 

I thought that we were going to be in an area of agreement 

as far as the utilization of photos. In fact, I had 

initially thought that I would probably be using a very 

small number and l-1r. Negus using an extremely large number \ 

of autopsy photos, so, no, I have not done that. ~ -----
THE COURT: I can hardly conceive, Mr~ Negus! of 

there not being Ca) relevancy of the p1ctures with reference 

to type of lImund and, hence, what type of knife, and (b) 
.---
the number of weapons used to indicate more than one - > ---attacker as bearing upon the involvement of your client, 

allegedly. 
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1 MR. NEGUS; I don't see that the nature of the 

2 wounds -- and I think that Dr. Root, who has more expertise 

3 in this than than either Mr. Kottmeier or myselfr 

4 testified at the preliminary hearing that from the n~ture 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

---...... 
of the wound, you can't tell the difference between an 

--------------------------------------------:ax, a machete, meat cleaver, All you can say is a chopping 
~ I . 

\-------------------------------------------------------------------
: instrument with a lot of mass. And if the pathologist 
j-
:can't tell the difference, I don't see how showing a picture 
I 
i 

Ito a jury is going to be able to establish that. And the 

':description of the wounds I think could be done adequately 

11 without showing the pictures. You can see, if we still 

12 have them available I'm not sure if we do, the little 

13 '---""'- THE CLERK; The little ones? 

14 MR. NEGUS: The little ones -- the kind of wounds 

15 that are being described in the photographs of the crime 

16 scene that we have~ 

17 Maybe the little ones -- if you've got the little 

18 ones, I can find them easy enough. The envelopes? 

19 THE CLERK: Yeah. This is it. Do you want those? 

20 MR. NEGUS; Do you have the envelopes? 

21 THE CLERK: Uh-huh. 

22 Z.:R. NEGUS; Just showing you H-213, you can see the 

23 kind of slashing wound on the rib cage of Peggy Ryen and 

24 on her face in those photographs, and we have other non-

25 autopsy photographs which I would submit can be used and 

26 are less horrifying. ( ! 
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1 

2 

3 

THE COURT: Counsel, I need to look at actual 

pictures at some point here. Before I rule on this 

motion, you are going to have to show me what you want 

5511 

4 and why 

5 

6 

7 

8 

MR. KOTTMEIER; True. 

THE COURT: by number. 

MR. KOTTMEIER: And we will do that, As I say, 

I was somewhat surprised by the reversal of approach, so 

9 that I'd already started to do it for the limited purpose 

10 of--

11 THE COURT: I know generally that we spent many 

12 hours and days, perhaps, in questioning the source or 

13 cause of various wounds, the implication from the types 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

of wounds, and I am certain that that's still going to be 

done at trial one way or another. 

MR. NEGUS; I will tell you right now that I doubt 

seriously -- and I'm sure I mentioned this to Mr. Kochis 

during the prelim -- that I'm not going to be cross~ 

~ Dr. Root using the same technique at trial as I 

did at the prelim. 

THE COURT: Oh, I can understand that. That doesn't 

detract~ I don't believe, from what I said. 

MR. NEGUS: Okay. 

THE COURT; So I need to see the pictures. I can 

certainly see relevancy on a number of things. The usual 

MR. NEGUS: I think the test is -- has got to do 

I 
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1 with the added probative value over description, and I'm 

2 not sure that -- that they really do do that on the 

3 disputed issues. 

4 THE COURT; Well, to have the autopsy surgeon, for 

5 instance! look at the pictures to refresh his memory and 

6 somehow try to describe it in a vacuum or even to put 

7 it upon a Styrofoam mass or something like that, or a 

8 body, isn't as near as descriptive as actually seeing the 

9 photograph, I don't know. They talk about weighing the 

10 probative value against the inflammation aspects, showing 

11 malice, intent, assist the surgeon, clarify his testimony 

12 regarding the precise location, indicate number and location 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

of wounds, the type of wounds for aggravation in the 

penalty phase. 

MR, NEGUS; We~re not in .the penalty phase. Malice -is not going to be an issue, Premeditation and deliberation 

------I~spect aren't going to be issues, at least unless 

something changes, so what we are talking about -- the 

only issue is likely to be how specific can you get about 

the instrumentalities that caused the wounds and -- and 

the number and nature of those instrumentalities, 

THE COURT; \'lha t 

MR, NEGUS; 1--

THE COURT; Excuse me. Go ahead. 

MR. NEGUS; I don't think the photographs are going 

to add anything probative to that particular discussion, 
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1 THE COURT: What size photographs do you have in 

2 mind here? 

3 

4 

5 

6 

MR. KOTTMEIER: Eight by ten, because we're dealing 

with isolated areas or isolated wounds that will show up 

better in the eight by ten than they would on the whole body. 

THE COURT: I think we're going to have to go back 

7 to the point when you actually give me the photographs and 

8 you're able to speak to the probative value of each one of 

9 them. 

10 MR. NEGUS: Before Mr. Kottmeier spends a lot of 

11 money making eight by tens, I would submit that specifically 

12 I don't know which photographs he's talking about. If he's 

13 talking about the ones taken by Dr. Root of Which we introduced 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

slides at the Preliminary Hearing, the quality of those 

photographs are not such that any ~lowing up is going to 

make any difference. You can see as much on the -- on the 

three by five's as you can on anything bigger. There's just 

no detail that is present on the on the film which is 

going to show up any -- on eight by ten versus three by --

three by five. 

THE COURT: The smaller they are, the less the 

~--------------~----------------likelihood of it inflaming the jury. - l-tR. KOTT!-1EIER: I had mentioned earlier a case 

dealing with the evaluation of autopsy photos. An~e 

mislaid at the time. The citation is People V~~~lliS; 
W-i-l-l-i-s, 104 Cal. App. 3d, 433; 104 Cal. AP~~33. 
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1 I have 

2 THE COURT: I guess this is another thing that 

3 .- ------we'll have to put off, perhaps, until tomorrow w~h-e-n--y-o-u can --4 advise me more specifically. Have the clerk mark them, the 

5 ones that you wish to offer in some manner, and we can review 

6 one by one. I simply can say that I can certainly see the 

7 relevancy and the probative value over the prejudicial effect 

8 of some autopsy pictures. The extent of it, I don't know. 

9 MR. KOTTMEIER: It may -- it may have been developed 

10 during the testimony of the autopsy surgeon, that because of 

11 a particular issue photographs that heretofore have not even 

12 been offered become a significant factor. But we could handle 

13 that as it developed. 

14 MR. NEGUS: All right. lie I I , my original statement 

15 was that I wasn't aware necessarily of any disputed facts 

16 about that, about the -- about the nature or description of 

17 the wounds. If it turns out that we have a disputed fact 

18 about the nature or description of the wounds, then we can 

19 bring it up. But I don't -- I, at the present time, am not 

20 aware of any disputed facts about that. There may be disputed 

21 facts about the interpretation of the wounds. But what they 

22 look like and what their nature is, I don't think that's in 

23 dispute. 

24 THE COURT: Well, if you're going to have different 

25 interpretations, then the foundation for those interpretations 

26 or opinions --
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1 MR. NEGUS: ~lay have nothing to do with the --

2 THE COURT: The jurors may well want to look at 

3 it for themselves. 

MR. NEGUS: But I -- to -- I mean, if it can be -5 shown that photographs are necessary to resolve any different 

6 -'- -----
interpretations, then that's fine. But I don't think that -

7 they necessarily will. And I don't see any point in just 

-------------------8 bringing them in if there's not a disputed issue that they're 

9 going to resolve. 

10 THE COURT: Well, let's -- let's see what we have 

11 as far as the actual bare offering that you have. Perhaps 

12 be as modest as you can. 

13 ~m. KOTT~~IER: I showed, just beforp we resumed 

14 this afternoon, a series of eight by ten photographS, one 

15 group which are depictions of of injuries to Josh Ryen, -------
16 to r-1r. ~egus. !-laybe we ought to discuss those next. ----_ .. --
17 THE COURT: I'm sorry. You have what, now? 

18 MR. KOTT~ffiIER: Photographs of the injuries, the 

19 treated injuries to Joshua Ryen. 

20 THE COURT: Oh. Well, what manner are you offering 

21 this now? 

22 MR. KOT'!'$IER: Just to give the Court a full 

23 

24 

25 I thought we would cover. 

26 ~~. NEGUS: I don't see any relevance to those 

------------------------
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22 

23 

24 

MR. KOTT~IER: Just to give the Court a full 

appreciation of the photographs relating to injuries, physical( 

defects, blood or anything surrounding the case, which is what\ 

25 I thought we would cover. 
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1 particular photographs because they don't show the nature 

2 of the injuries. They're all -- all the -- after the 

----------------------------3 injuries have been treated. And I don't think there's any 

4 dispute as to the number of injuries received by Josh. 

5 THE COURT: I don't find any of these inflammatory, 

6 for that matter. ---
7 MR. NEGUS: Well, I think that they -- I mean, 

8 certainly--

9 THE COURT: Not gruesome at all. They're not bloody. 

10 And we haven't come to it yet, but why don't you bring these 

11 in if -- if you're going to offer them along with the rest 

12 of your pictures, and let's see what you have. And we're 

13 going to get to Josh Ryen's testimony at another point in 

14 our motion, review. 

15 MR. KOTTMEIER: Well, I dp --

16 

17 

THE COURT: Th~ bear upon his~eaibi±±ty. 

MR. NEGUS: I -- I don't see how they do. I mean, 

----~----~~~---18 if there's no dispute as to that Joshua's injured in a certain 

19 way, what are they going to prove? 

20 THE COURT: I don't know, Mr. Negus. One of you 

21 may say that Josh Ryen is the only eyewitness of this 

22 massacre and, therefore, you've got to believe him, and he 

23 said that there were three people, and, therefore, there were 

24 

25 

26 

three people, and they were white people or they were Mexican 

people; they were not Black people. And the jurors may s~ 
that and say, "How could a little boy see anything if ~ 
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1 he was struck on the head with a wound the size that this 

2: has indicated," or something like that, or throat was cut. 
3 -,\...-

MR. NEGUS: I suspect that that's 

4 THE COURT: Counsel, I want to make both of you 

5 make sure both of you don't prejudice the jury unfairly. 

6 There's a certain amount of prejudice in trying this type 

7 case. This is not a pretty case in any way. 
---------

8 ~m. NEGUS: But what I'm saying is that there is 

9 that we shouldn't bring in -- emphasize the non-pretty aspects 

10 i~ we're .. -- no dispute about them. There's obviously some 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

things about the crime scene itself that are going to be in 

Igreat dispute. And I haven't made any objection to the roost 

I informative ?hotographs of the crim~ scene showing the bodies 

IOf the victi:::ts coming._into evidence for that reason. But as 
'. 
to things which only have emotional impact and don't add any-

thing to the case, I think that 352 plainly applies. And we 

don't dispute the nature of Josh's injuries, we don't dispute 
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~~--~~:---~~~ you know, that he was in deep pain during all these these 
.... 

periods of time. I think I was the one that brought that out, 
--~~.-- .. --
at least in the course of the motion. So I don't think that 

that's really a -- going to be a disputed issue. 

THE COURT: I think we are just flapping our gums 

for the until we get the actual photographs. I would urge --you not to -- to have cumulative pictures. If they don't 

26 r~~-i-y--ad~a-a-anything, you don't need to have a-photograph, I 
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1 he was struck on the head with a wound the size that this 

2: has indicated," or something like that, or throat was cut. 
3 -,\...-

MR. NEGUS: I suspect that that's 

4 THE COURT: Counsel, I want to make both of you 

5 make sure both of you don't prejudice the jury unfairly. 

6 There's a certain amount of prejudice in trying this type 

7 case. This is not a pretty case in any way. 
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1 suggest, of each and every wound. Only the ones that may 

2 have some probative value that you will be able to articulate 

3 when you specifically offer them. 

4 Okay. Can I move to something else? 

5 MR. NEGUS: Well--

6 THE COURT: \iell, you say use during voir dire is 

7 the next. 

8 MR. NEGUS: May we go to the last thing and then 

9 come back to the voir dire just a moment. 

10 THE COURT: Use of sentimental photos of victims? 

11 MR. NEGUS: Right. There's no dispute as to the 

12 identity of any of the victims as to who they are. If there's 

13 anything that comes up, I'm willing to stipulate as to who eac 
Ii< ._. __ ---

14 and everyone of them are. 

15 We have pictures of them ~ying there. Mr. Kottmeier, 

16 I believe, has pictures of family pictures of the Ryens 

17 and of Christopher Hughes. I can see no point to those 

18 photographs being introduced into evidence except as to 

19 as -- as to try and emotionally sway the jury. And I would 

20 object to any such pictures being -- being used. 

21 THE COURT: Mr. Kottmeier? 

22 MR. KOTTMEIER: We do have enlargements, Your Honor, 

23 of photographs that depict all four Ryens and a separate 

24 photograph of the Hughes boy. The issue, as far as identity 

25 or the name of the victim, I do not see as a major issue. 

26 The purpose for utilizing the photographs is 
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S'ilQ 

relative physical size of the individuals involved. You 

can't, I would offer, get that necessarily from the way in 

which the victims are laid out in the crime scene. 

Secondly, they are offered to show the lack of -
physical injury, physical defect or any problem as far as 

the victims are concerned prior to the attack. 

7 Finally, they're offered as a -- an illustration ---8 that this was a family group that was happy with each other, 

9 with themselves and so on, and that there was no outside 

10 problem apparent, at least as far as the photograph. I would 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

THE COURT: That's very -- that~Y -- that's 

not very persuasive on that point. 

MR. KOTTMEIER: It may not be persuasive, but I 

would submit that the efforts on the part of the Defense and, 

admittedly, some of the Court rulings from the Appellate 

Courts that you cannot introduce photographs of the victims 

prior to the murder dehumanizes the victims to such a degree 

that the victims do not get a fair hearing as far as the gui~t 

or the innocence of the defendant; that in effect it is the 

reverse effect, that leaves the victim only a name that has ----- --been murdered somewhere that has no relationship to their 

prior existence. 

THE COURT: I'd like to see what you're specifically 

offering. You don't have them with you? 

MR. KOTTMEIER: Yes. We have the we have one 

26 set with us. They can be put into any size. We've got sizes, 
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1 three by five, all the way up. 

2 

3 

4 

5 

There's a secondary issue as to one photograph, which 

is that there has been consistent mention during some of the 

motions --

MR. NEGUS: I have seen those smaller versions of 

6 these. 

7 MR. KOTTMEIER: -- of dogs that were present at the 

( 

8 scene. ~ 

9 THE COURT: What are these? Two by three and a half 

10 or something? 

11 MR. KOTTMEIER: I'm not sure. 

12 THE COURT: Feet, that is. 

13 Do you know when these were taken with reference 

14 to the deaths? 

15 MR. KOTTMEIER: Yes; abou~ two months before. 

16 THE COURT: It appears to have been taken from the 

17 property, that portion of it. 

18 I don't see how the dogs helps us at all, sir, that 

19 picture. 

20 MR. KOTTMEIER: Well, one of the things that Mr. 

21 Negus has mentioned is that the dogs were of a nature that 

22 would bark or protect the family in some way~e~efore, ~t 
'----_ .. __ .. 

23 would have req~ired more than one person to carry out the 
.. - -----_. 

24 assault.· And the photograph in front of you illustrate that 

25 these are just casual, family type dog~. They're not 

26 protection type dogs, at least as far as the way they're 
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1 

2 

portrayed in the picture. ___ ~'_ 
,r. '--' ""\ 

THE COURT: Does ~ave probative 

3 value, too? 

" MR. KOTTMEIER: Other than the fact the dogs aren't 

5 chasing it. I -- I didn't have a choice as far as the -- the 

6 way in which the pictures were set up. There are other 

7 pictures of the family available, if that is the issue as 

8 far as whether there is a bunny rabbit present. 

9 MR. NEGUS: There are pictures of the dogs, too. 

10 But I don't see how the pictures of the dogs prove much of 

11 anything other than that what the dogs were like. There may 

12 or may not be testimony as to whether the dogs barked, which 

13 is the only thing that I could recall there being any -- any 

14 question of people about. And that questioning was done by 

15 both Homicide investigators and, I believe, Mr. Forbush. 

16 But as far as, leaving aside the dog question, the 

17 size of the individuals is not something which a photograph 

18 which is not life -- you know, which is -- you can't -- it's 

19 hard to tell from photographs the size of people, anyway. 

20 And other testimony is more probative on that. 

21 

22 

23 

24 

26 

There's no dispute as to lack of injury ;f the~ 
victims beforehand. And I agree with the Court, that Mr. 

Kottmeier's statement as to the nature of the family group 

is observable only in the photograph isn't all that persuasive 

to the point. 

I think what he really -- I think he's being candid. r ___________ __ 
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1 What he really wants to do is to try and create an emotional 
-----------------------

2 surge in favor of the victims. That's not the kind of thing 

3 that is proper at a guilt phase. 

4 (No omissions.) 
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THE COURT; We have in the course of trials -- we 

have to present stories to the jurors and make the stories 

--------------------understandable, and they can't understand it by looking at 

some -- at the death pictures. Do you have one of this, 

~o bigger than the other pictures? 

~----------------------------
MR. KOTTMEIER; Yes. --. THE COURT: Ten by seventeen or something like that? 

MR. KOTTMEIER: Yes. 

THE COURT: Then I will overrule the objectiQn as 

~-~~~~~--~----~~~
to that picture just showing the four members of the Ryen 

.. _-------------------
family without the dog. If you have a separate picture 

of the dogs without the family or something else for me to 

consider with reference to the dogs, we can do that, but 

that minimizes to some extent the the apple pie and 

family and motherhood and all the other things you're 

worried about, Mr. Negus. 

I will give both of those back to you, Mr, Kottrneier, 

and you can return with something in accordance with that 

indication, unless you wish to mark it now. Do you have 

one .. -

MR. KOTTMEIER; No, Your Honor, I don't. 

THE COURT: So that motion -- is that it with 

reference to --

MR. NEGUS; Back to the voir dire aspects. 

THE COURT; Oh;-nack to VQI; dire? 

MR, NEGUS: What I would request permission to do 
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1 is normally I don't like to have -- I mean I think that 

2 photographs of victims with injuries are inflammatory and 

3 cause impact far beyond the probative value they have. 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

-' In this particular case, I have not entered a complete 

objection to all the photographs of injuries to the victims 
,.-:---
because I recognize that there is a strong probative value 
------------------------------

to that. On the other hand, I believe that different 

jurors react differently to that particular kind of 

evidence. - I would -- and I have done this before in 

several homicide cases, I believe, even one in your court, 

11 and it doesn't take a great deal of time. I'd request 

12 permission to pick out one or two of the photographs 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

which illustrate the problem, and to show those to the 

jurors during the course of the voir dire, ask whether 

they could be fair in judging this kind of evidence. and 

whether they would that kind of photographs. evidence 

that they would be receiving, would so inflame them to make 

it impossible for them to be fair. 
./ 

THE COURT: Any objection to that? Just because one 

espouses! the other doesn't have to object! 

MR, KOTTMEIER; No, no. I am just concerned as to - ----what would be said by way of introduction~ whether in effect 

what would be going on is a litmus test as far as jurors 

to elicit some kind of reaction; in other words, is there 

~;softening as far as the presentation of the picture? 

~hese are jurors that are just off the street who haven't 
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1: really necessarily heard what the case is all about, and 
! 

2 then to pull this picture up and right in front of them 

3 may cause a severe reaction from some jurors, and may have 

4 \ ~ome ser ious 

5 \:r it, 
consequences if they're not mentally prepared 

6 THE COURT: Mr. Negus, could you give them a little 

7 warning, say it's my intent to show you a couple photographs, 

8 i? there any amongst you -- and I can tell you right now 

9 that they're not going to be pleasant, they're going to 

10 show blood, they're going to show this or that! is there 

11 any amongst you that's liable to be shocked or become ill 

12 or would rather not see it at all? 

13 MR. NEGUS; I think you're reciting my script from 

14 the last case. I have no problem with it. 

15 THE DEFENDfu~T: Excuse me. Can I ask my attorney a 

16 question, please? 

17 THE COURT: Yes. 

18 I think, generally speaking, Mr. Kottrneier, that if 

19 he sprung it on them in so.~e way, I would yank it out in 

20 some manner so quick that it would not have the shock value 

21 as much as you fear, and I trust Mr. Negus to lead into 

22 it gradually. 

23 MR. NEGUS: I think it's my best interests to do it, 

24 instead of flashing photographs to jurors. 

25 THE COURT: I find no objection to that by either 

26 counsel. 
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MR. KOTTMEIER; We do have some aerial photQgraphs 

Mr. Negus has seen --

MR. NEGUS; No problem with aerial photographs of 
p ~ 

whatever size, shape or color. 

MR, KOTTMEIER; -He intoenesQ to use aerials instead 

of diagrams, for example, of the street area, much the same 

as we have done in some of the-Hitch motion. ~ wj]l-bave ....,. 
plastic overlays so that whoever needs to draw on them can 

draw on them •. 

MR. NEGUS; I have an objection to plastic overlays! 

I think, but I have no problem with the aerial photographs. 

THE COURT: Make a note of this, Mrs. Lewis, that 

we are going to have to -- when we do get to San Diego, 

we are going to have to check as to an evidence lockup 

facility in some manner. See if we can prepare for that. 

Here we've modified the quality to where she can lock things 

up in a closet. One that was not previously lockable has 

now become quite secure. 

MR. NEGUS. I should indicate that other than those 

which I have already artiCUlated, I can't -- I don't 

believe I have any other objection to any photographs of 

any size for -- for other -- for other -- for other things. 

THE COURT; We are going to have to simply come ------ .- -. --- ... ~ - -- "-.. - - -- ------
back to the autopsy photos, and we will have to take those 

up p~ately once again. __ 

MR. NEGUS; Can I intersperse a couple other things 
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1 before we move on to another motion? I would request~ and 

2 I will have the order typed up when I -- as soon as I get 

3 back to my office at break, that you order another sample -
4 of blood be drawn from Mr. Cooper for me at the County Jail. 

5 Mr. Forbush will furnish the nurse. We did this once 

6 

7 

8 

before, but we need to have a fresh sample of blood, 

THE COURT; No problem, no problem. 
'<;;;, 

MR. NEGUS; Secondly, if you will look at -- I have 

9 told Mr. Kochis and Mr. Kottmeier, but I wish to add two --10 other motions, one of which is I can only at the present time 

11 phrase it as 9E, a m~ __ ~_~y jurors a living wage, and --

12 I would join in the motion, but I don't 'v~ 

legal authority for me to do it! -~ 

THE COURT; 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

think there's any 
------------------------

I-IR. NEGUS: Well, I know I marshalled that legal 

authority in prior cases, and as soon as I have a chance to 

go through the notebooks and cull it out, I'll try and make 

my argument as best I can. 

THE COURT: That will be a way to get welcomed by 

the San Diego authorities if I start paying San Bernardino ~ 
CountY-Jurors more than their own jurors get paid. 

MR. NEGUS: Somewhere along the line, I read 

something that defense la~~ers are not supposed to be well

liked, and I suppose you can blame it on me. 

THE COURT; I am not trying to win a popularity 

contest, either, but I do wish their cooperation and 

their staff to be cordial throughout and that sort of thing, 
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1 I don't want to go down there in the atmosphere of hostility. 

2 MR, NEGUS; I'm not anxious myself. 

3 THE COURT: You don't have to give me authority 

4 for that, I frankl~~on't -- you know, those things are -5 set by state law or county ordinance, and I believe it'S; 

6 the former. They get mileage plus about five dollars~ 

7 day. 

8 MR. NEGUS; Right, but I have -- I have a constitutional 

9 argument as to why I think that is not any good, and I wish .-
10 to make it, and --

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

THE COURT; That's sometimes not as persuasive as 

a lowly ordinance from a municipality. 

MR. NEGUS; I understand, but I can't do anything 

about lowly ordinances, and all I can do is make constitu-

tional arguments, I suppose. 

I realize the five dollars a day plus insufficient 

money for mileage is what the law says, but I don't think 

that necessarily provides for a fair trial. 
_.-J 

Anyway, that just add that toward down at the end 

of the 9 motions. 

THE COURT: You're not desirous to do it no~ then? 

MR. NEGUS; I didn't bring my jury stuff with me. 

I lost track of where we were as far as what we were going 

to do this afternoon versus tomorrow. I'm not sure whether 

we're going to run out of motions or not, I have a couple 

26 other things I can 
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1 THE COURT; All right. Go ahead. 

2 MR. NEGUS; Just the other thing I just wanted to 

3 say was that I told Mr. Kochis and Mr. Kottmeier that I 

4 .would re~~est that if they are going to try to introduce 

5 any statements made by Mr. Cooper to any law enforcement 

6 officers f specifically San Diego County -- or Santa Barbara 

7 County people or Coast Guard people, that they -- ~ve 

8 an in limine hearing on that. Obviously! I don't expect 

9 them to have their Santa Barbara people here today, if 

10 they are going to do it, but I would like to have that 

11 done before we 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

THE COURT: Well, you mean any statement anywhere 

having any 

MR. NEGUS: Well, there's not a heck of a lot of 

statements by Mr. Cooper to law enforcement that we're 

concerned with( and -- but I'm phrasing it in terms of 

any~ in case they'have some that I haven't thougHtof, but I 

think that Mr. Kochis knows which ones I'm talking about, 

THE COURT: Any objections? 

MR, KOCHIS. No. ----THE COURT: All right. Then before you put on any 

evidence of any statements --

MR. NEGUS: I'd request to do it before we select 

the jury, before we get through with these motions sometime. 

25 

26 

MR. KOCHIS; I will make the 

get done with the jury as far as my 

decision ~efore~ 
case in chief~ a~ 
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1 can't really imagine them corning up in rebuttal as to 

2 whether or not we intend to introduce any statement! If 

3 we do, we will have a formal hearing on it~ 

5530 

-_. - -.-- ----------------------
THE COURT, Okay. Well, let's ~ust don't keep: putting _ 

5 everything off. There's got to be an end to this at some~~ 
---6 point; so before too much longer, be prepared to put 

7 whatever you intend to use on. 
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(No omissions.) 
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1 MR. KOCHIS: Yes. 

2 THE COURT: Okay. 

3 MR. NEGUS: I don't remember where we were. 

4 That was the additions I had. 

5 THE COURT: Okay. You've got the two additional 

6 matters that you mentioned, then. Could we -- did we discuss 

7 number four, motion regarding reference to lack of Prosecution 

8 discovery? 

9 MR. NEGUS: We discussed it. 

10 THE COURT: That's the one where 

11 MR. NEGUS: Mr. Kochis has a couple of cases, I think 

I~ 12 And I haven't had a chance to finish --

13 MR. KOCHIS: Yes, Your Honor. z.ty situation is I 

14 have three cases I can cite to the Court today, those being 

15 In re Polos, P-o-l-o-s, found at 154 Cal. App. 3d, 447. 

---------------------' 16 THE COURT: 447? 

17 MR. KOCHIS: 447, with the pertinent portions 

18 appearing in headnotes five, seven and eight. And the 

19 discussion of these starts on Pages 455 and 456. 

20 Likewise, People vs.~-e-e, 3 Cal. App. 3d, 

514 at Page 527. ~~ 

People vs,.("~eredith~-e-r-e-d-i-t-h, 29 Cal. 3d, 
~ 

21 

22 

23 682 at 693. And then I have a fourth case which discusses 

24 the particular issue almost on point. However, that case 

25 was not decided until June the 26th of 1984, and it wontt 

26 be final until this Thursday. And I feel reluctant to cite 
.~. 
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1 it to the Court at this time because it's not a final opinion. 

2 

3 

It will be on Thursday. 

MR. NEGUS: It 

4 MR. KOCHIS: And Mr. Negus in fact does not want me 

5 to cite an unfinalized opinion to the Court. 

6 I -- in fact, it's so recent, I have Xeroxed a copy 

7 to hand the Court -- to the Court. But Mr. Negus pointed 

8 out that it's not yet final. 

9 -h4 MR. NEGUS: And I also point out that ~_h_e_h_a_l_f_l_~fe ~t:D 

10 of those particular decisions are exceedingly short. ; I 

'---------------------------
11 THE COURT: Sometimes. All right. 

12 MR. NEGUS: Everyone that has come down so far, that I 

13 am aware of, has been granted a hearing in the Supreme Court. 

14 So I don't think really -- and I'm not sure that -- by the 

15 way, Polos is a case that I think is favorable for me. And 

16 there was -- the latest advance sheets had -- it had a hearing 

17 date -- a date for granting a hearing extended to --

18 THE COURT: I've got both Polos and Olson. 

19 MR. NEGUS: Okay. The -- but --

20 MR. KOCHIS: Do you have -- the Court has also In re 

21 Olson? 

22 THE COURT: I don't have it, no. I only have the 

23 Daily Journal clipping that I clipped out some long time ago 

24 on that. 

25 MR. KOCHIS: Olson is the case that I Xeroxed in 

26 total. But that opinion is not yet final. 
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1 MR. NEGUS: Right. 

2 THE COURT: I don't 

3 MR. NEGUS: Polos may well if -- if every other 

4 case on 120 -- 1202.5 is any -- is any hint, Polos, which is --

5 I say -- I didn't -- not really saying I don't think Polos is 

6 wrong, I think it isn't, because it's a good case for me, 

7 but Polos, the the the time of hearing in the Supreme 

8 Court was extended to July 11th. That was in the latest 

9 advance sheets that we've received in our office. I don't 

10 know whether or not what they did, by on July 11th, they made 

11 their decision as to whether to grant a hearing or not. So 

12 Polos may not be any good at all, either. I'm not sure. 

13 But--

14 THE COURT: I just don't know how well, it's --

15 !we -- we don't know we're not f~cing it at the moment. 

MR. NEGUS: Right. But 

17 THE COURT: I don't know how I would handle the 

18 Polos procedure. In many of the cases that, you know, where 

19 it's not just-o-n~hing he's after but it may be any inconsi-

20 ... encies -- anything else? 

21 MR. NEGUS: But my motion in limine doesn't have to 

22 ~o -- I'm not trying to preclude Mr. Kochis from making his 

23 ~202.5 argument. And, you know, he did it at one point in I 

24 ~ime in the course of this motion, then withdrew it. I'm not ~ 
25~rying to preclude him from doing 

26 :Hscovery to which he's entitled. I don't think he's ---
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1 to any. But if he is -- I'm not trying -- I'm not trying 

2 to preclude him, by making this motion, fro~ litigating that. 

3 What I'm talking about is the stuff .here, pursuant to 

4 Mr. Woods' instructions or pursuant to other questions, 

5 the witnesses say. "I want my tape from Mr. Negus and he -6 won't give it to me.- That, I think, no matter how you 

7 rule on Polos, no matter what people do to -- to refresh 

8 their recollection, is irrelevant, because of. (a). irrelevan 

9 and (b), you know. the reason that they 

10 THE COURT: Let's just don't go into argument now. 

11 I put him off to some extent. He's going to give me some 

12 authority on it. 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

~R. NEGUS: I think that's -- I think he -- I thought 

he did. 

THE COURT: Oh. Did you? 

!-1R. NEGUS: That was his authority. 

THE COURT: That's these two cases? 

MR. KOCHIS: Those three cases. Mr. 

arguing that all of that is work product and 

privilege. 

~egus was ~ 
attorney-client '" 

And those cases in my opinion indicate that it's i 
not. 

I'm certainly not going to ask a witness to say that 

-from the stand. I disagree with ~. Negus. I think this 

24 may be dispositive. 

25 Obviously, if I get a transcript and the witness 

26 can look at it, the issue's never going to come up. If we 
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24 may be dispositive. 

25 Obviously, if I get a transcript and the witness 

26 can look at it, the issue's never going to come up. If we 
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1 get the tape recording and the witness reviews it, the issue' 

2 going to come up. The witness is never --

3 MR. NEGUS: That's not necessarily true. I mean --

4 THE COURT: But when are we going to know if these 

5 two cases are final now? 

6 MR. KOCHIS: Once. __ -:.- well --------..... .,---

7 MR. NEGU~ Polos is Polos is citable, 

8 unless the Supreme ~~~~~-a~ed to -- to make it unci table 

9 Olson will be citable on Thursday until such time, if any, 

10 as the Supreme Court acts to make it unci table. And my 

11 understanding--

12 THE COURT: There's just no rush on this at all. 

13 We don't have any witnesses, apparently, going to testify in 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

the next few days on that that you need the tapes or state-

ments on. So let's just wait for. a while and take that up 

next week. 

~NEGUS: Okay. But, anyway, my -- and I -- my 

/motion is just that no witnesses be talking about what they 

~did not get from the Defense. That, whatever -

however the -- however it comes out, that kind of testimony 

is irrelevant, saying that they didn't get something from 

the Defense. 

MR. KOCHIS: Well, Your Honor, I have to disagree 

with that, because 

THE COURT: You guys insist upon arguing this when 

I'm not ready to have it argued. 

~..s.~._-._ 
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1 MR. KOCHIS: Then I'll put it up. But I don't 

2 agree with his last 

3 THE COURT: What can we go to next? 

MR. KOCHIS: I also don't agree with 9a. I don't 
'-

5 think we need a separate jury for the guilt and penalty 

6 phase. And that's the next area we're going to, I assume. 

7 MR. NEGUS: Okay. Well, then, we -- I'm going 

8 to have to go back to my office and get some more books. 

9 And I need at least 20 minutes or so to get that script down. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

THE COURT: All right. We'll take a recess. 

(Recess. ) 

(No omissions.). 
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1 (Whereupon, the following proceedings 

2 were had in chambers;) 

3 THE COURT: All right! Counsel, you have requested~ 

4 some of you, one of you, to come to chambers. I don't see 

5 the defendant present. 

6 MR. NEGUS: Waived for this limited purpose of 

7 whining and sniveling. 

8 THE COURT; All right. 

9 MR. NEGUS: I'm having difficulty keeping abreast 

10 of everything that we're doing. I am not really 100-

11 percent prepared on anything else this afternoon, 

12 THE COURT: On any things? 

13 MR. NEGUS: lvell, I have been trying to figure out 

14 something where -- where preparation jives, and there 

15 really isn~ much. 

16 THE COURT: I am not going to push you, ~tr. Negus. 
--~ ---_. 

17 I haven't carried my own research thoroughly into this 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

next area, so unless there's some objection from the 

prosecution, I am willing to let you go to work in chambers 

or something like that. 

MR. KOTTMEIER: I could offer -- since 

area is on separate juries, I can give you the three areas 

or cases that I have considered, and it may give 

or whatever. 

f 
a foothol~ 

THE COURT; I have the bench book on that very issue 

26 now. 190.3 presides for a separate hearing, but -- on 
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1 penalty. 

2 MR. KOTTMEIER; I think l~O.4 Subsection C says 

3 the same jury, unless there's good cause or extraordinary 

4 cause shown --

5 

6 

7 

8 

THE COURT: 190.4? 

MR. KOTTMEIER; Subsection C. Some cases in the 

area are, in reverse order of when they were found, 
" ........ -.;.<-" 

/ ' 
Thornton,./'l'-h-o-r-n-t-o-n, 11 Cal.3d, 738;. Easle:(f E-a-s-l-e- , 

~ 
9 33 Cal.3d, 65. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

THE COURT: Give me the volume, 

MR. KOTTMEIER; 33 Cal.3d, 65; and, finally! Gil~ert, 

G-i-l-b-e-r-t, 63 Cal.2d, 690 at 712. 

l-lR. NEGUS: None of those have to do with the 

current statute. Eas}-.er was a '77, I'm pretty sure. 

THE COURT: lvell, I will ~e better prepared tomorrow, 

and you will be better prepared. Let's kind of map out 

where we're goin~ to go then tomorrow. .-
Witherspoon is the sequestered voir dire? 

. • < 

MR. NEGUS: Well, yeah. What I'd like to do, I 

suppose, is just get some idea of how you plan to handle 

it, you know, the Witherspoon -- I think the motion I'm ... -
going to make is -- I may not do it for a variety of reasons, 

but I haven't got it all written out yet as to why I think 

we shouldn I t --

THE COURT; That's a radical thought. I might be 

just jubilant about the idea, but 
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MR. NEGUS; Well, I'm easy. 

THE COURT: I think we have to 

too, which hasn't 

MR. NEGUS: Itls the prosecution 

5 l"1i therspoon, not the defense. They are the ones - .. ., 

6 THE COURT; ~ithersp?o~ is simply voir diring on 

7 their opposition to death penalty. 

8 

9 

10 

MR. NEGUS; Right. 

THE COURT; Hovey is sequestered voir dire. 

MR, NEGUS: I am talking about doing the 

11 You don't get to the Hovey problem if you don't do the 

12 Withe';;>r9?~ .• 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

THE COURT; The death qualifying? 

MR. NEGUS: Yeah. Forget it. It's not necessary 

in this case. 

MR. KOCHIS; And the People want to Wf~hersgp?~, 

to do a death qualification. 

THE COURT; A sequestered death qualifying? 

5539 

19 

20 

21 

MR. KOTTMEIER: I haven't seen a case yet that says 

that there's a denial of a right as far as -- or 11m doing 

it backward. I have not seen a case that denies us the 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

right to have a WitherSpoon qualification. They have all 

verified the right to that kind of examination. 

THE COURT: I have never had it come up before. 

Generally, the defense wants it. 

I would think, now, I could be wrong --
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MR~ NEGUS: I mean there may - ... I'm not privy to 

the thought processes of other defense lawyers other than 

myself. I have never particularly been fond of it, but, 

anywaYr you know, there's, you know ~-

THE COURT; Would you care to amplify on it as 

to the reason why or what you are concerned about, or does 

it have to do with trying to get out of San Diego? 

MR. NEGUS; No, no. The San Diego issue is -- I 

would make that motion if I were in Alameda County, Judge. 

That has nothing to do with San Diego. It's got to do with 

it's got to do with (a) the effect of Witherspooning on 

jurors. Anybody that's ever been through it, and I'm sure -that -- that, you know, it's a boring, unnecessary, useless 

exercise, It -- in my mind, it totally prejudices the --defendant from getting any fair trial. After you've been 

through that, I don't see how you could ever get a fair 

trial, and in this particular case, I think it's totally 

it's totally a waste of time, because if Mr. Cooper is 

convicted, I can't imagine them having any trouble getting 

a jury that's going to somehow have conscientious opinions 

against the death penalty which is going to prevent them 

from coming back with a death verdict if they find him 

guilty. 

THE COURT; Have you given to Mr. Negus, Mr. Kochis, 

the copy of our script on Gray? 

HR. KOCHIS; No. 
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1 THE COURT, I will get you a copy of this, but let 

2 me explain to you the way that it went. I can tell you 

3 JUSt precisely the way it went on the Gray case. Initially, 

4 I started holding it back in chambers, and then right in 

5 the middle of our jury selection, Press Enterprise came 
L ...' , fa 

6 down, and we moved into open court. I then, without the 

7 robe, sat down informally at one end of the counsel table, 

8 had defendant and his counsel on one side, district attorney 

9 on the other side, and had the jurors corne in and the 

10 bailiff would show them a seat at the end of the counsel 

11 table! I would make introduction of the parties! in case 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

they'd forgotten us, and tell tha~ to relax, that we 

thought they'd relax better, and we have a few questions 

particularly relating to the death penalty here, so kick 

back and relax a little bit. 

Then the first ques~ion -- I'd kind of start off on 

the list and just run through those. I would ask all of 

those questions. Then I'd turn it over to counsel, and 

they would follow up o~~~ythj_nE' ask any additional question - ----------.--~ 

that we had. It took generally ten minutes, roughly, per 

~-----------
juror, no great traumatizi~g experience. 

I'm not trying to talk you into it, but I did it as 

informal as possible in an effort to make them as relaxed 

as possible. The defendant and everybody was right there, 

25 bu t no black robe type of atmosphere, and I don't think 

26 anybody -- I don't think it's going to prejudice the 
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defendant. 

MR. NEGUS: I do, I mean that's why I want to 

make the motion. 

THE COURT; Well, I will be happy to hear your 

motion! I just never considered it before, I will have 

to -- I will have to think about that one. 

MR. NEGUS; You know, just -- just to let you know 

-where I'm coming from, if -- if you -- if you -- if you~ 

overrule me entirely, then I am going to be asking that ) 

you only ask the standardWf~hcrsp?on three questions. I ~ 
think it is, whatever the ~- three questions translated I 
from 

THE COURT: It could be boiled down. 

MR. NEGUS: translated from legalese into English! -
THE COURT; Linda, would you take -- make a copy of 

that for Mr. Negus, please. 

THE CLERK; Just one? 

THE COURT: Would you -- yes. Would you? 

~1R. NEGUS: And not let the la,,-"yers --
------------------------

THE COURT; I am not sure I am -- I'd have to re-

read l'lithersnoon to know the three questions, but under • 
under any circumstances, I!d like to r4ve you maybe, if 

you can, draft those out for me. 

MR. NEGUS: Okay. I'll try as soon as I can. I 

can't ...... 

THE COURT: In your spare time. 
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MR, NEGUS: Yeah. Okay. I can't -- I have a social 

obligation I have to take care of tonight later on, but I 

will ..... 

THE COURT: Well, it's not that important, I ~ean 

,
I will try and -- we all have our commitments, but I am 

sure that we can probably -- I probably know what you're 

talking about. 

MR. NEGUS. At least I can articulate tomorrow 

9 what my concerns are on some of those jury issues. 

10 THE COURT: We can put it off till tomorrow. 

11 MR. NEGUS; Okay, and there's 

12 THE COURT: We don't have to argue these other 

13 things~ and you don't have to be prepared on them, but so 

that we might be better prepared to hear you, what do you 14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

mean by "questionnaire"? 

------------------------MR. NEGUS: Essentially, what they did in the 

DeLorean case, what~ done in other cases, rather than go 

thrQugh and get the general information from all the jurors, 

I'd request that we just -- when -- however you arrange it, 

whatever, logistically when they're first brought in, have -them fill out a written questionnaire with all the stuff 

--------------------------------------------------------
on~_ I'm not trying to prevent the prosecution from 

asking any question that they so desire, but I really don't 

believe that the way you pronounce "Alta Lorna" when you 

say which city that you reside in has a heck of a lot of 

probative value, and it~ a lot quicker to get through that 
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MR, NEGUS: Yeah. Okay. I can't -- I have a social 

obligation I have to take care of tonight later on, but I 

will ..... 

THE COURT: Well, it's not that important, I ~ean 

,
I will try and -- we all have our commitments, but I am 

sure that we can probably -- I probably know what you're 

talking about. 

MR. NEGUS. At least I can articulate tomorrow 

9 what my concerns are on some of those jury issues. 

10 THE COURT: We can put it off till tomorrow. 

11 MR. NEGUS; Okay, and there's 

12 THE COURT: We don't have to argue these other 

13 things~ and you don't have to be prepared on them, but so 

that we might be better prepared to hear you, what do you 14 
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initial information, 

Th~ other thin~ that I'd like to use it for is 

rather than just-getting all L~e information down in a 

fashion that we don't have to spend a lot of court time 
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5 on it is in screening with respect to the issue of 

6 publicity, because the -- I'd like to try and draft a 
~-' 

7 questionnaire in such a way that we can isolate those -.-_ .... _-.... 

8 people who have some feelings about the case, based on 
. ---- - --- ~---

9 pr~~r-~~f~~ity~_ so that we can talk to them separately. 
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And if I had my druthers, I:d much rat~ use whatever I 
time it takes to do lntherspoon, trying torihd out wnaF! 

~e have been exposec to the case in such a way th:tJ 

they don't -- tha t they don't pollute one another. - \ 
MR. KOTTMEIER: There may be one real advantage which 

he just touched on at the end, wh.ich is if we do it by a 

written questionnaire, you don't run the risk that in 

asking have you heard anything about it, some juror says, i 

oh, yeah, I know all about him in Pennsylvania or whatever./ 

THE COURT; I think that -- I'm not moved greatly ) 

one way or another. I think if I did it, I'd want ~e ,/' 

introductory remarks. 

The number of jurors, I believe -- I have no idea 

how they did it in DeLorean, except I noted with interest 

the fact that they did it. I'd want some introductory 

remarks from the Judge to try to assuage any feelings of 

invasion of privacy or resentment against putting them 
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he just touched on at the end, wh.ich is if we do it by a 

written questionnaire, you don't run the risk that in 

asking have you heard anything about it, some juror says, i 

oh, yeah, I know all about him in Pennsylvania or whatever./ 
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The number of jurors, I believe -- I have no idea 
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to all this trouble, Some people just get angry when 

they have to fill out questionnaires. I'd like to in 

some way assure them -- because some people will say on 

the Cooper case, I don't want any part of that and this 

is all a waste of time, we'd kind of have to handle that, 

so I'd almost have to make a speech perhaps in the jury 

room before they ever come into open court or prepare a 

script for the jury commissioner to read to them in some 

way, something such as that. 

(No omissions.) 
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MR. NEGUS: I'm sure that that kind of logistics 

could be worked out, I mean. But I just -- I feel that 

there is -- that voir dire in this case is going to take 

-----
long enough, because I don't suspect that it ·cout(r go-qUlte 
----------

as quick as in the Gray case just because of the nature of 

the case and the pUblicity. 

THE COURT: My initial reaction, if you're suggesting 

that we have sequestered voir dire on the issue of publicity, 

i~~:::::::---------------------···-- . -

MR. NEGUS: lolell, I am probably going to ask that, -too. But -- but I what I'm suggesting is we try and 

12 screen the people. I mean, I don't see how you can ask 

13 people questions in open court, you know, "What have you 

14 heard about Kevin Cooper," and --

15 THE COURT: We do it all the time. "Without telling 

16 us what you have heard, what you have read, seen, or heard, 

17 has that so made an impression upon you to where you could 

18 not fairly and objectively listen and accept the evidence 

19 and decide it in a fair and impartial manner?" "Do you have 

20 a preconceived idea of the guilt or innocence of this 

21 individual?" 

22 MR. NEGUS: It was just legal conclusions. They 

23 don't tell you anything. 

24 THE COURT: Well, goes right to the gist of the 

25 matter. 

26 MR. NEGUS: But, you know, people fudge on that all 
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1 the time. I think you have a right to know what they heard. 
..... 

2 And I don't see how you can do that otherwise. 

3 THE COURT: Okay. My reaction to that is that I 

4 open up a can of worms if I do this, and you're going to have 

5 to artfully learn how to do that in open court, and you'll 

6 be permitted to voir dire there. 

7 MR. NEGUS: Well, I -- Judge, I mean, I'm going to 

8 ask them, "What have you heard?" I mean, I don't see how 

9 you can stop me from doing that. And then we're just -- I 

10 mean, that's I've got to know what they've heard about 

11 the case. 

12 I mean, how can I -- how can you -- how can you 

13 rationally decide, you know, whether there's a challenge 

14 for cause or whether I want to use prejudice until I know 

15 what they have heard about it? 

16 THE COURT: Okay. Go ahead. 

17 MR. NEGUS: Well, I -- you know, and if I'm not 

18 if I'm 

19 THE COURT: By the time we get this matter to the 

20 jury, there's not going to be anybody around that remembers 

21 what they have heard. 

22 MR. NEGUS: Want to bet? 

23 

24 

THE COURT: Some vague impression, and they're going 

to -- they're going to think about the grisly aspects of it 

25 and they're going to remember some of the vague matters, 
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1 MR. NEGUS: Judge, well, we're going to get into 

2 that later, too. But I think you're quite wrong, and I'm 

3 prepared to try and prove that, if you give me the money to 

4 do it, especially given the latest incident down in San Ysidrc , 

5 ~nk that from everything that I have heard from relatives 

{

friends, from making contacts in San Diego, everybody is 

1< very much aware of the case. And I'm talking about in San --8 Diego County there's extensive publicity about it. And, you 

9 know, prepared -- I have a guy that's wanted to do a survey 

10 to prove it. That's another one of the motions. 
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,-- --------, -'--
THE COURT: How much time do you think it would 

--
take on a sequestered basis? 

'-- ----, ,---------
MR. NEGUS: Well, if we have it -- if you have if 

you have a screening process with a questionnaire first, 

and you cut down the -- the irr~levant jazz on the Hovey --
stuff where where both sides try and banter back and forth 

and -- and get people to change their opinions about the 

death penalty, one or the t'other, if you eliminate all that, 

you know, I can't imagine that the average probably is 

------------------------------------------------
going to be five, ten minutes about people telling what they 

------,---_._---- ------------
have heard about the case. 

---------....,..---
Some people aren't going to remember anything. 

That's not going to take very long. Other people have heard 

a lot, and that will take longer. So it will -- it will vary. 

But I think th~_ much more important in terms of 
----------

sequestered voir dire than all the Witherspoon nonsense that 
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people normally go through. And you could screen it by 
'----= - '-. 

this questionnaire before you get to it. 

THE COURT: Have you done any preparation on a 

questionnaire? Do you have any guides or anything? 

MR. KOCHIS: Your Honor, my thought on that is my 

experience in Witherspoon is that it takes anywhere from six 

to eight minutes per juror. that it's not drawn out, you 

don't ask a lot of psychological questions. 

THE COURT: Mr. Negus is not Abubakari. 

MR. KOCHIS: I know. But even -- I -- I'm not in a 
------

fosition of_~rX~~9-~0 have people change their minds. And 

when I get someone on the jury who says, "I would probably 

give the guy the death penalty in every case, whether it's 

:five victims," I don't belabor it; we excuse him. At that 
1 
point, you can simply ask one additional question, "Have 

----- -----------------------
'you been exposed to any pretrial publicity," and at that 
I 
I 
ipoint ask him a few questions. And if it's an extra three 
I 
~our minutes, then we're still about ten minutes a juror. 

THE COURT: Maybe I ought to relent a little bit on 

that. Let me -- maybe we could at least try it. I don't -----know. Let me see what kind of script you write. 

You don't want in open court about death penalty, 

or you -- you do want in open court about death penalty? 

MR. KOCHIS: He wants no death penalty. I'm the 

one that wants death penalty. 

MR. NEGUS: He wants death penalty. I want -- if 
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we're going to have it, I want it limited to the three or 

------------------------------------------------------
four Witherspoon questions and not go into it. When I have 

gone into it in the past, I mean, if you open it up for both 

sides to go into it, it has not taken six to eight minutes: 

it's taken 30 minutes to 45 minutes. 

When Mr. McPherson and Mr. Cole did it in Department 

2 not too long ago, it took about that amount of time per 

person. 

THE COURT: I read some of their transcript. It was 

longer than Gray, I assure you. 

MR. NEGUS: I assure you. In the Bon~llas case, 

Mr. McPherson and I took between -- we got in we got --

I never -- I swore I'd never do that again in my life, but 
.- -- -------_._----

I think that we got no more than six people in a morning and 

no more than six people in the a~ternoon, and usually fewer, 

between four and six. So that was between eight and, 

probably, no more than our best day was probably ten 

people. 

THE COURT: Write out a script for me, Mr. Negus. 

That's not going to take you more than 15 minutes to -- to 

do that. Find time to dictate that. 

MR. NEGUS: On the questionnaire or on-the -

THE COURT: Well, on -- well -- no -- well, the 

q~estionnaire, you know what you want. I think it behooves 

-------------------------------------Counsel to give me some sort of a --

MR. NEGUS: I -- I would -- I mean, I'm just -- you 
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1 asked me what I meant by that, and, see, that's one of the 

2 reasons why I 

3 THE COURT: Sure, okay. I'm with you. 

4 MR. NEGUS: I'm behind on my preparation. I confess 
r ~ 

5 I am more behind in my preparation than I would like to be. 

6 And today I have done stuff basically_tb~.!.. I can wing. But -----
7 I will like to have it all written out as soon as I cani I 

8 just haven't had time physically or energy with the bunch 
------------

9 of other things I have been trying to do in the case. I 
---- --_ ... - ----

10 just haven't had time to get those done. And this is of less 

11 concern to me than some of the other things I have to give 

12 my priority to. So that's just where I sit. I mean, I don't 

13 like being in that position, but that's just where I have 
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had to sort of make a choice. 

THE COURT: Well, I doubt if you're going to be 

ready on that tomorrow, then, since it's going to require 

you to give me a suggested script. 

Let me see how long it is, if we can handle it in 

a manageable fashion. 

MR. NEGUS: If you want me to tell you, as I said, 

my first choice on Witherspoon is no Witherspoon. 

I can get you a Witherspoon script. 

I'm sure 

--_.----' 

MR. KOCHIS: My script that the -- script, the 
----... 

outline the Court used in~~~.~3ntains the three Witherspoon 

questions and, in addition, four or five others. So he can 

simply with a black pen fashion what he wants the Witherspoon 
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had to sort of make a choice. 

THE COURT: Well, I doubt if you're going to be 

ready on that tomorrow, then, since it's going to require 

you to give me a suggested script. 

Let me see how long it is, if we can handle it in 

a manageable fashion. 

MR. NEGUS: If you want me to tell you, as I said, 

my first choice on Witherspoon is no Witherspoon. 

I can get you a Witherspoon script. 

I'm sure 

--_.----" 

MR. KOCHIS: My script that the -- script, the 
----... 

outline the Court used in~~~.~3ntains the three Witherspoon 

questions and, in addition, four or five others. So he can 

simply with a black pen fashion what he wants the Witherspoon 
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to be from what the Court did in Gray by knocking four or 

five questions off. 

MR. NEGUS: Six or seven. 

THE COURT: Tomorrow we can get into what. gentlemen? 

Have you got something specific in mind? ---MR. NEGUS: I think I can articulate separate juries 

for the guilt and penalty phase. I think we can do the 

priors, right? We're going to be able to do the priors 

tomorrow. 

MR. KOTTMEIER: What about the similar? The 

Pennsylvania rape? 

MR. NEGUS: I just haven't had a chance. I know 

there's a bunch of recent cases out. I know all the old 

cases by heart. But I haven't had a chance to read Tassle,* -or whatever the heck it is. -----------------
THE COURT: That's on priors and Prop. 8? 

MR. KOTT~~IER: No. This is a different 

MR. NEGUS: No. This is on Pennsylvania rape. The 

Prop. 8 stuff I can -- I know that -- I mean, I have done 

that before, and so I can go through that jazz. I could do 

what's on your script as -- as your handwritten number two, 

motion regarding use of prior convictions for impeachment. 

That I that is no problem. And I can do separate juries 

for guilt and penalty phase as to why I think that is. I 

can make an offer of proof on that. 

26 If you want me to bring in witnesses to substantiate 
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the offer of proof, then that's going to take a little bit 

more time. I can make my pitch for sequestered questioning. 

I'm going to ask you to find that this is one of those 

special cases. The Press Enterprise says you 

to let the newspapers in. But I'm not going to do much 

more than just· tell you that's what I'm going to do. 

THE COURT: No extended coverage, then, you're 

saying? 

MR. NEGUS: No extended coverage, no, no. I'm going 

10 to ask you to apply Hovey despite Press Enterprise because 

11 Press Enterprise says in extraordinary circumstances you 

12 can't, and --

13 l-1R. KOCHIS: And I can represent I will be joining 

14 with that in regard to death qualification and publicity. 

15 T.V. c~~era while we question jurors 

16 \ as to what the media has been on. 
L---

17 MR. NEGUS: You can't get a --

18 THE COURT: I don't think any of the jury is ever 

19 going to be shown before the T.V. ca~era, even during trial. 

20 MR. NEGUS: You can't have extended coverage on --

21 on voir dire. I mean, that's -- the statute says you can't 

22 have it. So that's -- that's not the issue. The issue is 

23 is it sequestered, that is, in the in the Hovey sense, 
-......... ------

24 that is, nobody in there, no press at all. Press Enterprise 

25 says in extraordinary circ~~stances you can do what Hovey 

26 says you can do. 
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By suggestion is that this is extraordinary 

circ~stances and we should do that. 

THE COURT: 
-

May I -- may I -- well, this case ~ 
not Gray. We didn't notice any difference when we wen7from 

chambers into open court. We just had attorneys filing 

papers and stuff. 

MR. KOCHIS: Judge, I can tell you I already had 
-

calls from T.V. stations, and they want to know the day we're 

9 going to start jury selection. I've tried to tell them that 

10 the presentation of evidence would be after that. They said 

11 they understood that, but they would like -- they plan to 

12 send a crew there when we start jury selection. So they plan 

13 to be there for the rollcall, at least. So it's not going 

14 to be like Gray. 

15 THE COURT: Oh, I know that. I'll have to -- I'll -16 have to look at our rules on extende~ coverage again. I don' -
17 think that they ever show pictures of the jury. 

18 MR. NEGUS: They're not allowed in for the -- for 

19 the voir dire. But we're now talking about not the televisiol 

20 folks but the newspaper people and general public, can they 

21 come in. And so I'm asking that everybody be kept out, just 
=-

22 like we used to under Hovey, because Press Enterorise says 

---. -" 23 you can't have a bldnket rule, but it doesn't say that you 

24 all it says is you can't have a per se rule, okay? And so 

------------------------------------------------25 my arg~ent is not all that different fro~ previous ones if 

26 if any case ever cried out for it, it would be this one. 
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And if Press Enterprise says per se rules are no good, but 

on balancing you can do it -- and so that's my position. I 

don't know if that's what --

THE COURT: Who complained in Press Enterprise? 

Was it the media? 

~IR. NEGUS: Press Enterprise. 

THE COURT: Yes. It's the media that complained, 

8 you see. So Court and Counsel can all agree, but they're 

9 going to scream to high heaven if we start doing that. 

10 MR. KOTTMEIER: What's even worse --

11 MR. ~EGUS: On the other hand, you may. get a 
----------

12 reversal if you don't think of my record. 

13 MR. KOTTHEIER: In Press Enterprise, what was even 

14 worse was the Court said they would preserve a record and 

15 make it available for the media afterward. 

16 THE COURT: Seal the record, transcript? 

17 MR. KOTTMEIER: Yes, said that's not good enough. 

18 Old news is not good news. 

19 MR. ~EGUS: But they also said -- the problem with 

20 with Press Enterprise, the problem the Supreme Court got a . 

21 majority on was not keeping the press out but a per se rule 

22 keeping the press out. If you look at all the pUblicity 

23 cases that have come down, there was a Eer se rule that no 

24 rape victim, in Massachusetts, you know, you can't have 

25 press coverage of a rape thing, and that got thrown out 

26 because it was a per se rule. Hovey was -- was read to be a 
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1 per se rule. So it got thrown out as a per se-rule. 

2 Every time they've gone back to where there's been 

3 balancing and not been a per se rule, there's been a, you 

4 know, some sort of plausible justification for what you were 

5 doing, then the Courts have ruled against the media. So 

6 MR. KOTTMEIER: The interesting thing, though, 

7 probably the gist is the same issue we have been facing with 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

-... 
Hitch. So what -- what is the remedy if we throw the media ~ 

out in the beginning and get through our sequestered 

examination, and they say, "Well, thetefore, we reverse the ( 

case and send it back because the media wasn't there~ • 
MR. NEGUS: Right. But they might reverse the case 

13 if the media is there and I'm right. And I 

14 MR. KOTTMEIER: We're agreeing with you. 

15 MR. NEGUS: Okay. Okay. 

16 (No omissions.) 
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1 MR. NEGUS: I think I will be ready on my numbering -2 system B-5 a and b. 

3 THE COURT: l"lhat is that? 

4 MR. NEGUS; Motion re -- you remember in Louie, 

5 that I got you to have r-tikels hand out a questionnaire 

6 to some jurors so I can count out how many Blacks, white~ 

7 rich, poor and what have you you had on your panels? So 

r 

I 

8 I'm asking to do that in the county. i:::;:::,' 

9 THE COURT: You want a jury room survey then? 

10 MR. NEGUS: Yep, and also discovery of the --

11 whatever, I mean an order that the San Diego people send 

12 me up whatever their procedures are. I mean I happen to 

13 I happen to know from ".- not personally, but my mother's 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

experience --that their procedures are, I think, very 

deficient as far as getting a fair jury is concerned. 

- THE COURT: San Diego? 

MR. NEGUS: yeah. In the in the Norco robbery, 

which was held in Vista, they had a panel of -- I guess 

they have a three-month panel or something. I forget 

exactly how it works, but they have a whole bunch of j~_~ors 

that are on call, and you get called two or three times, 
------------------_. 

noTJ:Ike .C;~~ -~y~tem, and the way they got the jury for --------the Norco bank robbery was they called up everybody who 

for a long case or not. Some people said yes. 

you come in ~ 

Some people ,rr was currently on their list and asked them can 

said no. My mother just said no, my kids are corning down 
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for the holidays, and so that's how she got off it~ 

THE COURT; I met the executive officers also and 

the jury commissioner down there that used to be in our 

county. I believe his name is Pierce. I met him. I told 

him at some point we will give him instructions on how 

many jurors to have in and when. I had in mind something 

like the Gray procedure that we did before, where we started 

off with -- I don't know -- 200 -- no, 60, We had 60 for 

in the morning, 60 in the afternoon, 60 the next morning, 

60 the next afternoon, something like that, to where we 

got them as far as time is concerned, and then we gave 

them appointments for sequestered voir dire and that sort 

of thing. I said at some point I'll come in with a scrip~ 

for you telling you how many to have and when. He requested --

he says, Judge, it would be very helpful if you could do 

that a month -- tell me a month in advance, because it 

takes some -- some effort on our part to call them in, and 

we'd like as much lead time as you can give us, didn't 

indicate at all it was going to be anything like a telephone 

survey, but we can tell theIn, ~1r. Negus~ lie can make sure 

that we don~ get any standby professionals or anything like~ 
--- '--, ::.> 
that, 

MR. NEGUS: Well, that's one proble~, but -- but I 

think also just generally in the state of California, you 

get underrepresentation of Blacks, and so I want the --survey plus the other things to try and do my challenge, ---------_._-------_._---------------=--.:..... 
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-
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1 because I don't think I am going to get enough Black people 

2 on the jury. 

THE COURT: Well, we want to get all we can; so 

4 \·!hatever procedure is most conducive for that, we will 

5 try and follow, but I -- so far, I have had nothing but 

6 cooperation from them, and they indicated a willingess 

7 to do it however we told them, consistent with their 

8 abilities, so we Can get into that more tomorrow: 

9 ~lR. KOTTMEIER: Do you have any idea as to when 

10 you might be ready on Josh Ryen? 

11 HR. NEGUS; \'lhenever -- as I told John~ it requires 

12 at least -- I got to have my doctor available and have a 

13 chance to go over the materials, whenever we get them from 

Gendler. i-Ie have been sending everything over to Gendler 14 

15 as quickly as we've been getting it, and I haven't heard 

16 back from him yet. Have you? 

• 
17 :-lR. KOCHIS: No. 

18 HR. NEGUS: So that's ... -

19 !-1R, KOTTr-tEIER: All I'm saying is froo my point, 

20 I'm not ready in the abstract to do Josh Ryen, because I 

21 haven't gotten the materials, either. 

22 MR. NEGUS; We're in the same boat. 

23 MR. KOTTMEIER: So that it's not where we can go, 

24 well, let's pick up item one under B, item one under C or 

25 item two under C, because those are all Josh Ryen. 

26 MR. NEGUS: Right. 
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1 THE COURT; May I see that a minute? 

2 MR. NEGUS: Josh Ryen I can't do. 

----------------------3 THE COURT; Why"? Why can't you do it? 

4 MR. NEGUS: Because I haven't got the materials. 

5 
J 

THE COURT: This is material on the -- on the civil 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

case that you're talking about? ------ MR. NEGUS: Yes. And that's whether -- what ---Ryen's role in the case is is going to depend upon 

an analysis of that material. I have contracted the 

psychologist to examine the material and to advise me on 

,it, and I can't get his opinion and decide how I'm going 

~ handle it until I get the material. 
, 

THE COURT; You can -~ how can a psychologist 

possibly keep out the testimony of an otherwise competent 

witness? 

MR. NEGUS: lvell, the question, of course, is the 

17 competence of the witness. 

18 --TIiE- COURT; Well, you talk about the trauma and the 

19 shock and that sort of thing, but that can be handled in 

20 the examination and cross-examination. 

21 MR. NEGUS: Judge, I mean I forget what it is, but 

22 there's a requirement that the People have that before 

23 anybody testifies, they have personal knowledge, and you 

24 are also entitled to have a hearing on the competence of 

25 the witness, of any witness, before they testify under I 

26 think it's 700 or 701 -- I forget exactly which -- of the 
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1 Evidence Code, and I don't think --

2 THE COURT; It's just that in 18 years, I have 

3 

4 

~had a com~:.ten:~ ~~~r~ng on an all .. Am~ 

eight-or-nine-year-old boy or anybody close to that age. 
----_ .•. - -"-_.- - - ------------- -_._------------------- ---_. --

5 I have had them for three and four year olds, and I have 

6 had them perhaps for -- in older people for competency, 

7 but I have just never, ever had one, so it's a rather 

8 unusual thing. I don't know, l-vhat I've heard so far, 

9 it sounds like both of you are making much to do about 

10 nothing. That boy's not going to help either one of you, 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

~---------------------------------------_______ J 

MR. NEGUS; Well, thanks, but 

THE COURT: A dumb statement, is 

MR. NEGUS: tvell, I don't know, 

THE COURT: That's a reaction. 

MR. NEGUS: That -- that I don't 

maybe I read too many Pope issues. ---- ..--/ 

it? 

whatever. 

know. I -- I --

!>1R. KOCHIS.; We're probably spinning our wheels, 

18 because were not going to resolve the issue one way or the 

19 other. 

20 MR. NEGUS; We can't do it till we -- we can't --

21 Mr. Kottmeier and myself and John, I'm sure, would not feel 

22 that it would be possible for us professionally to make a 

23 decision as to what we are going to do until we know the 

24 facts, and we haven't got the facts yet. It's hard to 

25 really argue it. 

26 MR, KOTTMEIER; I think I can safely say for us that 

.. .;.,.. ...... --.:-. 
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we will put Josh on. \ie will call him as a witness, 

you know. The f~ct that he may have been traumatized'J 

from everything I've seen, there's no indication of the 

kind of proble~ that you allude to. 
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MR. NEGUS: I have seen stuff that tells me otherwise, 

so --

MR. KOCHIS: What time should we appear tomorrow 

to continue with the motions, 9:30? 

THE COURT: Yes. 

MR. NEGUS: The other series of motions which is 

11 goir.g to be hard to -- to get going on right away, other 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

than those which involve serology and Josh, is those which 

involve Nr. l"lalz, .·because I have not yet talked to 
\ ..-/ 

Judge Kaj·aslli~a. I'm going to talk to him first thing 

tomorrow morning, and I am going to need a different person 

to investigate }tr. \ialz, because I feel it would be a waste -- . __ ._--_._------
of my time and ~J. Forbush's t~e to go into so~ething which 

is so -- which is of so little probative force. 
--_ .. _-' ... _ ... _----------------

On the other hand, I am not about to get 

not investigating thoroughly Mr. \"lalz. 

THE COURT: You're sure concerned with your image, 

aren't you? -'-' MR. NEGUS: Judge ~ 

THE COURT: You must have mentioned it a dozen times 

that you don't want to be criticized, in effect, by the 

Appellate Court for failing to do everything that you should 
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1 have. 

2 MR. NEGUS: Well, Judge, if you'd look at the history 

---------------------3 of death penalty litigation in this county, you've gotten ---4 a lot of -- lot of la~1crs who have been overturned for 

5 incompetency on appeal, and I --

6 THE COURT: I don't know of those cases, You say 

7 that, and I have heard you say it before, and it may be, 

8 Is that your experience? 

9 MR. KOT~!EIER3 My experience has been that when 

10 

11 

------~----~--~~--------~~~---everything else fails, that is, when it appears that 

ev~y did a good job, they then pick on the defense ( 
12 attorney to find an excuse, really __ _ 

/ 

13 The Robertson case had an unusual wrinkle to it; 
< c , 

14 and although they mentioned incompetent counsel, it was in 

15 conjunction with a psychiatric issue that was poorly 

16 handled by the court-appointed psychiatrist, not the defense 

17 attorney_ The defense attorney thought he'd gotten a full 

18 report, didn't realize that the court-appointed psychiatrist 

19 didntt interview his client at all. 

20 Pdt. XEGUS: There was a -- well, my opinion is that 

21 there is lots of other problems with that, and I think that 

22 this county has a proble~ ~ith competent counsel on death 

23 penalties. ----------24 THE COURT: You're not worried about the county's 

25 problem. 

26 ~~. NEGUS; I'm worried about my problem. I'm not 
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1 going to -- I'm not going to do anything -- I'm going to 

2 do what I consider to be a competent job. If you order 

3 me not to do it, then it's your problem, and you go before 

4 the State Bar or whatever, not me. 

5 THE COURT: That may happen, too. 

6 MR. NEGUS: Whatever, but I am not going to do a 

7 slipshod job of investigation. 

8 THE COURT: Okay. Let's just go ahead and go our 

9 separate ways and do our homework and be better prepared 

10 tomorrow. All right. It's now 3:17. See you tomorrow 

11 morning, 9: 30. 

12 (\\'hereupon, at 3;17 p.m. an adjournment 

13 was taken in this matter until July 25, 

14 1984.) 
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